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A MESSAGE FROM
OUR CITY ADMINISTRATOR

It is certainly an exciting time to live in Richmond. It seems like nearly daily we see changes
in our community. We are invested in tradition and values and share many common goals. To
invest is defined as, “to devote one’s time, effort, or energy to a particular undertaking with
the expectation of a worthwhile result.” In the end, it is incumbent upon city leadership, key
stakeholders, and interested community members to ensure that we continue to invest in
Richmond’s growth in a way that reflects our values. Like all communities, we can either define
what that growth will be, or we can allow the growth to define us.

TONYA WILLIM

As Abraham Lincoln used to say, “the best way to predict the future is to create it yourself.”

Richmond City
Administrator

population, so we create our own future.

Our responsibility is to ensure responsible, sustainable long-range planning for a growing

With the recently completed community survey emphasizing the need for a unified vision for
the future, it is crucial to pause and consider responsible next steps for developing, maintaining,
and celebrating what makes Richmond great. This is where the Comprehensive Plan comes into
play.
This Plan will set the framework for the city’s vision, goals, objectives, and actions so that the
community’s decisions in the coming decade continue to enrich the quality of life for all who
live, work, and play in Richmond.
It is with great honor and anticipation that I present “Unlocking Our Potential:” the Richmond
Comprehensive Plan.
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THIS PLAN IS
a guidebook for future decisions within the city related to land use,
development, transportation improvements, and more
a way to protect Richmond’s identified mid- and long-term priorities
from short-term development decisions
proactive in addressing future development pressures
flexible to changing priorities and economic market conditions
based on stakeholder and resident priorities
on a 10+ year timeframe
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HELLO, RICHMOND!
Section 1 - Hello, Richmond! provides the foundation
from which the comprehensive plan (Plan) is based.
This section sets the scene for the Plan and answers
why this document is necessary, how it is used, and
what the planning process entailed. A map of the City of
Richmond is provided to illustrate the planning area.

WHAT’S IN THIS SECTION?
Plan Overview
Planning Area
The Why
Planning Process and Timeline
Plan Organization
How to Use this Plan
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PLAN OVERVIEW
This Plan builds upon what the community holds dear and
sets forth a unified vision for the future of Richmond. The Plan
demonstrates a path forward to achieve that vision – using a
variety of tactics.
The Plan addresses a wide array of topics critical to the
continued and improved success of Richmond, including:
•

Future land use recommendations based on a fusion
of the findings from the Economic and Market Analysis
(see Appendix D for full report), public input, City
Council, Planning Commission, and city staff direction.

•

Economic development strategies that go beyond
business recruitment and retention.

•

Options for housing of the future, with the ideal
mixture clarified to ensure the existing and projected
populations will have diverse and affordable housing
choices.

•

Choices for all residents to experience a high quality
of life through outdoor recreation and enhanced

What is a
Comprehensive
Plan?
At its core, a comprehensive plan is a
vision for the future at a community
scale. Comprehensive plans are
created by and for the community to
record shared goals and desires for
themselves and their fellow community
members. A comprehensive plan is a
living document that incorporates best
practices, new technology, and current
trends relevant to a community. A
comprehensive plan examines what
a community is, where it came from,
and crafts a coordinated road map
for the future. This road map guides
the growth and development of the
community for the next 10 to 20 years
and is revisited to ensure its relevance.

entertainment options.
•

Transportation opportunities that work to connect
destinations, both for commuters and those recreating.

•

Infusing concepts of sustainability and resiliency
throughout all recommendations to balance community
desires, financial feasibility, and environmental needs.

The process culminated in an integrated document that
reflects the needs and desires of the community and helps
direct future decision making as it relates to the orderly
growth and sustainable future of Richmond. The Plan provides
a framework for the development of future public policy
pertaining to development, redevelopment, infrastructure
improvement and expansion, transportation and connectivity,
and provision of community services and amenities.
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FIGURE 1.1 PLANNING AREA

PLANNING AREA
The planning area consists of the entirety of the City of

It is considered part of the “Northland” of the Kansas City

Richmond, as shown in Figure 1.1. Richmond is just 25 miles

metropolitan area and is included as part of the Kansas

northeast of Kansas City and is the Ray County Seat.

City Metropolitan Statistical Area. It is also a participant in
the Mid-America Regional Council (MARC).
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Regional Context
The city occupies approximately 6.6 square miles
of land area at the intersection of Missouri Route 10
and 13 (MO-10 and MO-13, respectively), about eight
miles north of the Missouri River. City boundaries
are loosely defined by Valley Drive to the west,
MO-13 north of its intersection with Thornton Street,
just east of the intersection of MO-10 and Main
Street, and no further south than the 88th Street
interchange with MO-13.
Richmond is conveniently located near major
highways and transportation hubs, making the city
accessible within the region and beyond. Richmond
is:
•

20 miles from Interstate 70 (I-70);

•

27 miles from Interstate 35 (I-35);

•

33 miles from Interstate 435 (I-435);

•

33 miles from the Highway 36 corridor; and

•

45 miles from Kansas City International
Airport.

Richmond is also a comfortable driving distance to
several larger cities:
•

23 miles from Liberty, Missouri;

•

40 miles from Downtown Kansas City;

•

162 miles from Springfield, Missouri;

•

187 miles from Des Moines, Iowa;

•

205 miles from Branson, Missouri; and

•

225 miles from St. Louis, Missouri.

THE WHY
The previous comprehensive plan was originally adopted in
2000. Although well-made plans sustain themselves over
time, there comes a point when a full update is necessary.
With new technology, thought patterns, and development
best practices, it is important to update and look toward
the future.
The intent of the Richmond Comprehensive Plan is to
create a community-wide vision that resonates with
the public at-large. This planning process answered the
following questions:

Where is Richmond today?
This question defines what is loved about Richmond, what
needs improvement, and what the current realities of the
city are.
Who does Richmond want to be?
The only sustainable path forward is one that has
community buy-in. By asking the question of who
Richmond wants to be, recommendations for the future
were created.
How do we MAKE IT RICHMOND?
In other words, how do we get there? This is ultimately
what the Plan answers. This Plan offers a road map to the
future, outlining goals and strategies that keep community
leaders and city staff members on track to MAKE IT
RICHMOND.

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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PLANNING PROCESS AND TIMELINE
The Plan development process took approximately eight months and consisted of five primary phases: discover, engage,
plan, refine, and implement. From Discover, where a baseline understanding of Richmond was created; to Engage where
the community shared its voice; to Plan and Refine when the actual road map for the future of topics like development,
connectivity, and housing were recorded; to Implement when the Plan is put to work for the community. Figure 1.2
demonstrates the planning process timeline.

FIGURE 1.2 PLANNING PROCESS TIMELINE

DISCOVER

PLAN

Assessed existing physical, economic, demographic,
and regulatory conditions citywide. Reference
Appendix A, Appendix C, and Appendix D for more
information.

Created alternative plans, policies,
and programs and prepared draft
plan recommendations in the form
of this document.

IMPLEMENT

Developed specific
strategies and tasks to
ensure the Plan is achieved
day-by-day and step-bystep.

2021

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

ENGAGE

JULY

Identified issues and opportunities facing
Richmond and formulated a clear vision for the
future. Appendix B provides a summary on public
engagement throughout the planning process.

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

REFINE

Presented the Plan to the public,
stakeholders, and city leadership for
revisions and consensus building.

PLAN ORGANIZATION
The Plan is organized into six sections and four appendices. The first two sections introduce the plan and its structure.
Section 1 explains how the plan came to be, why it is necessary, and how it is integrated into daily community decisions.
Section 2 provides the intent behind the Plan and the values that influence each recommendation. Sections 3 through 5
provide the Plan’s recommendations as they relate to future land use; growth and development patterns; transportation
and connectivity; and parks, recreation, and open space. These sections describe the plans, processes, and program
recommendations. Section 6 outlines the city’s action plan to implement this Plan.
Lastly, the appendices provide detailed background information that was considered comprehensively to form this Plan.
From existing conditions to community engagement, existing plans and studies, and the independent economic and market
analysis, the appendices provide information that is referenced throughout the Plan.
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HOW TO USE THIS PLAN
The Plan is a daily tool for city staff members, elected leaders, and community members. Anytime a development is
put forth, a rezoning is proposed, or any community change is being considered, the Plan is referenced to evaluate
appropriateness.
Most typically, a development proposal or rezoning will be reviewed by the Community Development Department. Part of
the review process includes ensuring alignment with the comprehensive plan. This review helps guard the city’s mid- and
long-term goals from short-term decisions. To this end, the development community and community members can also use
the Plan to gain a clear understanding of the vision for Richmond’s future.
This Plan uses a variety of terms in its structure, including vision, guiding principle, goal, policy, and framework plan.
Reference below to understand what these terms mean and how they work together.

VISION
GUIDING
PRINCIPLE
GOAL

The vision depicts the long-term direction Richmond wants to head and paints a
picture of the ideal future. The vision is designed to inspire commitment from all
members of the community while providing a framework for future strategic planning.

Building upon the vision, the guiding principles serve as broad philosophies that
capture Richmond’s values and guide the community throughout this Plan’s lifetime,
irrespective of changes in its goals, policies, or recommendations.

Just as the guiding principles support the vision, the goals sustain the guiding
principles. Goals are what Richmond would like the city to accomplish. They are the big
ideas that will move the community forward for the next 10 to 20 years. Goals are more
qualitative than quantitative and answer the “what” rather than the “how.”

POLICY
FRAMEWORK
PLAN

Policies present a course or principle of action for reaching or exceeding the goals.
Policies detail the “how” and can be broken down into tasks for individual organizations
and/or responsible parties. Oftentimes, multiple policies are used to accomplish each
goal. Policies are frequently reflected in resource allocations, as well.

Framework plans are illustrations of the future of Richmond; they illustrate the policies,
helping the reader understand how the policies can be implemented.

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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MAKING IT RICHMOND
Section 2 - Making it Richmond describes the guiding
principles, goals, and policies that contribute to the
overall vision for the future of Richmond. The overall
vision was developed based on the input gathered
throughout the community engagement process on the
issues, concerns, and opportunities facing the city, as
detailed in Appendix B.

WHAT’S IN THIS SECTION?
Our Potential, Unlocked
How Do We Achieve the Vision?
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OUR POTENTIAL, UNLOCKED
The guiding principles and overarching vision are an expression of future aspirations and paints a picture
of what Richmond is driving toward. Identifying the vision and guiding principles are critical to the planning
process, as they should be woven into every recommendation that defines the Plan. Each recommendation
put forth in the Plan aims to achieve the vision and guiding principles, at least in part.
A vision statement is an inspirational statement that describes an idealistic future. It reveals what a
community most hopes to be and achieve in the long term without getting into the specifics of how it will
be accomplished. A vision statement answers important questions about what a community cares about,
who in their population they want to serve, and what lasting impact they hope to have on its residents.
This Comprehensive Plan vision statement was crafted by stakeholder committee members and vetted by
members of the public. It is a true community vision.

WE ASPIRE TO...
…be a growing community that maintains its small town values of family,
friendliness, and fellowship.
…provide diverse, quality, and affordable housing opportunities for many
populations, including young adults, singles, new families, professionals,
retirees, and seniors.
…offer high quality education to support existing and future families.
...have diverse and exciting active recreation options with premier indoor
and outdoor facilities.
...keep jobs local with varied, desirable, and high-paying employment
opportunities.
...offer entertainment, dining, nightlife, and shopping that excites long time
residents and attracts new ones to call Richmond home.

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Achieving this vision is a complex process that requires a multi-layered approach. Multiple interests must be balanced and
addressed, but establishing a common ground is one of the first steps to move forward. To guide this process, the following
guiding principles were developed:
ECONOMICALLY VIBRANT. Bolster and support existing businesses while expanding incentives and opportunities for
new ones to enter the market.
HEALTHY LIFESTYLES. Provide rich opportunities for community members to gather and recreate.
CONNECTED COMMUNITY. Increase access to places to live, work, learn, and play that are functional, efficient, safe,
and enjoyable.
STRONG NEIGHBORHOODS. Enhance the quality of existing neighborhoods through strategic infill, home
improvement programs, and code enforcement while creating new and affordable housing options for a growing and
diversifying population.

9
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3

FUTURE LAND USE
FRAMEWORK
Section 3 - Future Land Use Framework describes the
preferred and appropriate land uses, development,
revitalization, and infill areas throughout Richmond.
The creation of strong neighborhoods, a revitalized
downtown core, and employment opportunities is
especially infused throughout the following goals,
policies, and recommendations.

WHAT’S IN THIS SECTION?
Goals and Policies
Future Land Use Framework Plan
Growth Framework Plan
Downtown Framework Plan
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GOALS AND POLICIES
Goal 3.1: Promote a balanced mixture, density, and distribution of land uses.
Policy 3.1.1 Future Land Use Framework
Revise the Zoning Ordinance to support the uses and design principles set forth in the Future Land Use Framework
(see Figure 3.1).
Policy 3.1.2 Land Use and Built Environment
Encourage the creation of built environments that support active lifestyles including mixed use centers, corridors, and
neighborhoods that support walkability, provide safe options for active transportation such as pedestrian and bicycle
travel, and designing parks, streets, and other public spaces with the safety and comfort of all users in mind.
Policy 3.1.3 Infill and Redevelopment
Support the redevelopment of vacant/underutilized sites, surface parking lots, and buildings, particularly near the
downtown core. Concentrate higher density infill and redevelopment in areas designated for mixed use and in other
areas of change where development may be easily accessed on foot, bike, or using existing or potential public transit.
Policy 3.1.4 Annexation
Explore opportunities for property annexation, in line with Figure 3.2 Growth Framework Plan. Annexation allows
formerly unincorporated properties to receive municipal services. Controlled annexation can yield a more logical land
development pattern, permitting additional variety in land uses.
Policy 3.1.5 Jobs and Housing Balance
Support development patterns and zoning regulations that expand opportunities to both live and work in Richmond.

Goal 3.2 Expand housing choice and opportunity.
Policy 3.2.1 Mixture of Housing Types
Ensure that the Future Land Use Framework (see Figure 3.1) and Zoning Code provide opportunities for a mixture of
housing styles including single family and multi-family options at varying densities and price points.
Policy 3.2.2 Age-in-Place Opportunities
Encourage development that enhances the ability of community members to transition to different housing options
within the community as their needs and lifestyles change over time.
Policy 3.2.3 Affordable and Attainable Housing Strategy
Encourage the development of smaller attached and detached units that provide young families, singles, seniors, and
others an opportunity to establish roots in Richmond. Identify a range of regulatory and financial strategies to help
incentivize affordable and attainable housing development. Specifically, review the Zoning Code to address barriers
to affordable housing, including minimum lot size requirements, minimum square footage requirements, unnecessary
parking requirements, prohibitions on or differing treatment for multi-family homes, accessory dwelling units,
manufactured housing, and limits on the height of buildings.
RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy 3.2.4 Regional and Federal Housing Initiatives
Continue to work with regional and federal partners, including local and regional housing authorities, to provide safe,
stable, and attainable housing through updates to education and outreach, allocation of resources, and targeted
updates to codes and regulations.

Goal 3.3 Enhance and maintain overall community quality and aesthetics.
Policy 3.3.1 Code Enforcement
Establish innovative code enforcement strategies to promote beautification through education and partnerships. Work
specifically with landlords and/or building owners providing subsidized housing to ensure property maintenance and
upkeep practices are followed.
Policy 3.3.2 Property Maintenance Practices
Support and encourage residents, landlords, and building owners to provide routine property maintenance.
Policy 3.3.3 Existing Housing Stock
Support the retention and rehabilitation of existing housing stock as a core component of the affordable and
attainable housing supply in the region.
Policy 3.3.4 Stabilization and Revitalization
Work with residents and property owners in neighborhoods experiencing signs of distress to promote stabilization
and revitalization and assist at-risk populations. Prioritize infrastructure improvements (e.g., sidewalks, curb and gutter,
etc.) and other neighborhood enhancements that address safety, connectivity, or other quality of life considerations.
Policy 3.3.5 Revitalize and Restore Existing Properties
Encourage the revitalization and/or restoration of existing properties to preserve Richmond’s history, particularly in
older and established neighborhoods and in the downtown area.
Policy 3.3.6 Improved Neighborhood Design
Encourage “continuity of design” in existing neighborhoods to guide building design and materials and create
architecturally complementary neighborhoods.

Goal 3.4 Integrate Richmond’s brand throughout the city.
Policy 3.4.1 Gateways
Define major community gateways through distinctive signage, landscaping, public art, consistent branding, and other
features that convey the spirit and identity of the city. Refer to Figure 4.1 for recommended locations.
Policy 3.4.2 Character and Feel
Reinforce the character of Downtown Richmond and the surrounding neighborhoods by encouraging the
rehabilitation, restoration, and adaptive reuse of historic or suspected historic structures while providing opportunities
for the complementary infill, additions, and redevelopment.
13

GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy 3.4.3 Public Realm
Support the transformation of Downtown Richmond’s public realm including sidewalks, plazas, alleys, pocket parks,
and other outdoor spaces. Expand the use of distinctive urban design elements, public art, street trees, landscaping,
and other features to unify the public realm and create spaces that are inviting, accessible, and attractive for people.
Policy 3.4.4 Design Guidelines
Establish design guidelines and/or standards for Downtown Richmond and major transportation corridors (MO-10 and
MO-13) to create a consistent aesthetic that contributes to revitalization and the city’s brand.

Goal 3.5 Concentrate higher-density developments near services and amenities.
Policy 3.5.1 Downtown Housing
Support a mix of attached and multi-family housing options within Downtown Richmond and the surrounding area.
Transition the density and intensity of housing options along the edge of the downtown core where it abuts existing
single-family neighborhoods and community uses.
Policy 3.5.2 Priority Locations for Higher-Density Housing
Encourage higher-intensity housing along major corridors and their intersections, including MO-10 and MO-13.
Policy 3.5.3 Relationship to Adjacent Neighborhoods
Require transitions in height, scale, and building mass along the shared street frontage or lot line(s) where proposed
higher-density developments and housing styles abuts areas of existing or planned single-family housing.

Goal 3.6 Support a diverse and stable economy that is resilient to economic stress.
Policy 3.6.1 Business Retention and Attraction
Attract and retain business clusters that will create a sustainable business culture by proactively selecting building
sites for future businesses and making them shovel ready; working with the Richmond Area Chamber of Commerce to
strengthen and expand business retention strategies; and using economic, technical, and administrative incentives to
create a business-friendly environment for existing and new businesses.
Policy 3.6.2 Access to Funding
Work with regional economic partners and the private sector to identify ways to increase funds available to support
the growth of local businesses and the creation and growth of new businesses.
Policy 3.6.3 Existing Business Support
Support and encourage the expansion of existing businesses by coordinating with the Richmond Area Chamber of
Commerce to promote resources for small businesses and businesses that are expanding or relocating to Richmond.
Policy 3.6.4 Programs, Tools, and Incentives
Use available tools such as federal, state, or other local economic development programs to facilitate capital
investment and incentivize development and economic activity. Focus incentives on specific areas of the city and tailor
incentives to the specific needs of that area (e.g., downtown, along major highway corridors, etc.).
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GOALS AND POLICIES
Policy 3.6.5 Historic Resources
Conduct a historic resources survey to identify historic properties, buildings, and/or districts in
the downtown area and institute formal protections depending upon the findings.

Goal 3.7 Address building space, infrastructure needs, and other considerations of target
industries.
Policy 3.7.1 Employment Centers
Establish commercial, industrial, business, and office centers along major transportation corridors.
Policy 3.7.2 Economic and Market Analysis
Use the Economic and Market Analysis (see Appendix D) to guide development decisions and create incentives for
target industries.
Policy 3.7.3 Business Infrastructure
In partnership with the Richmond Area Chamber of Commerce, develop an Infrastructure Development Plan that
identifies the city’s assets in terms of existing infrastructure, utility rates, and high-speed fiber optic broadband
network as well as opportunities for new infrastructure investments to attract and support target industries.

Goal 3.8 Develop in line with existing natural features.
Policy 3.8.1 Natural Features Preservation
Use existing natural features as a guide for areas that are not appropriate to develop or require mitigation measures
to preserve the environment, including wetlands, heavily wooded areas, along stream corridors, floodways, and
floodplains (see Figure A.5).
Policy 3.8.2 Natural Features Integration
Promote the integration of natural areas—mature trees, stream corridors, steep slopes, and other features into the
layout and design of new development to protect sensitive landscapes and maximize the protection of open spaces in
Richmond.
Policy 3.8.3 Low Impact Development (LID)
Encourage the use of low impact development (LID), green infrastructure, and other site planning strategies to reduce
impermeable surfaces on a site.
Policy 3.8.4 Cluster Development
Densify appropriate areas of the city to protect contiguous open space areas from development. Focus development
efforts on existing city boundaries to avoid unnecessary sprawl (except for identified growth areas shown on Figure
3.1).
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FIGURE 3.1

Future land use patterns for the City of Richmond are based upon
community input, city staff and elected leadership guidance, the economic
and market analysis, and planning best practices. No piece of input was
considered on its own. Together, these factors create a comprehensive
vision for the future of land use, development, redevelopment, and
revitalization in Richmond. Figure 3.1 illustrates future land use patterns.

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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FUTURE LAND USE TYPES

ESTATE RESIDENTIAL

TRADITIONAL RESIDENTIAL

Estate Residential is a single family, detached residence

The Traditional Residential land use is a single family,

on a large, and often rural, lot with abundant open space,

detached residential use on a lot, typically in a subdivision.

scenic views, and green space between adjacent uses or

This land use category does not include attached units.

other residences. Additional property uses may include

It includes a variety of lot and home sizes with lots and

small hobby, or production farms, and equestrian ranches.

homes in the same subdivision being of similar size. Lots are

Estate Residential does not need to be part of a planned

arranged in a variety of layouts included gridded blocks,

subdivision. Typically, Estate Residential lots are a minimum

modified grids, curvilinear streets, lot clusters, and cul-de-

of two acres.

sacs. Setbacks vary, but are smaller than Estate Residential,
with front setbacks accommodating a driveway and front
yard. The Traditional Residential use is both a single family
neighborhood and an infill residential style that can be used
to fill in gaps around higher density areas of a community
(such as the downtown) while serving as a transitional
residential use from Estate Residential to Multi Family
Residential and/or Mixed Use.
Traditional Residential should include sidewalks on one
or both sides of street. Trees – on the property or onstreet – play an important role in establishing quality and
character and are therefore required. The neighborhood
should include mobility amenities, such as shared use paths,
and may include amenities private to the development,
including swimming pools, parks, playgrounds, and general
open space. These neighborhoods should be connected to
the overall parks, open space, and sidewalk system.
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FUTURE LAND USE TYPES (CONTINUED)

MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL

AGRICULTURE/OPEN SPACE

Multi-Family Residential represents a neighborhood or

Agriculture/Open Space represents areas that are

style of housing that is made up of attached housing,

undeveloped in favor of land preservation/conservation

including townhomes, row homes, duplexes, triplexes,

and/or agricultural practices, such as farming and ranching.

quadplexes, and apartments. In many cases, several multifamily buildings are located on a single site. Multi-Family

Agriculture represents land devoted to agriculture, raising

Residential should be concentrated along transportation

livestock, the production of crops to produce food, and/

corridors and nodes, in and around the downtown area,

or cultivation of flowers, ornamental, or other nursery

and where there is a cluster of destinations, including retail,

plant materials. It is generally synonymous with farmland,

dining, entertainment, employment, recreation, and parks.

cropland, pasture, or rangeland.

This use serves as a buffer between major transportation

Open Space is represented by undeveloped, preserved,

corridors, industry, commercial uses, and less intense

or dedicated natural area that may be used for resource

residential uses. Character and style can be extremely

conservation, buffering, greenways, multi-use paths, and

varied and should focus on longevity, community desires,

trails. The Open Space use also includes publicly owned

and area fit. Design at the street level is important, as is

lands that are used for watershed protection, hazard

the site planning to handle parking, landscape, buffering,

protection, and natural resource protection. Open Space

screening, amenities, retaining walls, and storm water

areas are largely unprogrammed natural areas that contain

control.

wetlands, tree cover, wooded areas, water features, and
non-mowed native landscape. Open Space uses provide
natural wildlife habitat. Typically, areas existing as Open
Space are not developable due to topography, floodplains,
floodways, or other natural/physical constraints.

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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FUTURE LAND USE TYPES (CONTINUED)

PARKS/RECREATION

MIXED USE

Parks/Recreation represent public lands dedicated to

Mixed Use contains a variety of land uses developed

parkland, including neighborhood, community, and regional

together in a coordinated manner. The mix can be

facilities. This use includes open space, playgrounds,

horizontal, vertical, or hybrid mixed use, meaning:

gardens, greens or lawns, meadows, woods or trees,

•

Horizontal Mixed Use. This mixed use style features

ponds or streams, walkways and paths, fountains, civic

side-by-side uses, such as a retail building next to

plazas, shelters and picnic areas, and amphitheaters and

multi-family living. Each use is on its own respective

performance space. It also includes areas utilized for sports,

site with shared parking, pedestrian connectivity, and

active play, and recreation uses, including sports fields and

overall site design/aesthetic.

courts, sports facilities, adventure play, bicycle facilities,

•

Vertical Mixed Use. This mixed use style refers to

and museums. Parks/Recreation can include accompanying

stacked uses, such as ground floor retail with second

infrastructure, such as spectator facilities and seating,

floor office and third and fourth floor living units.

support and maintenance facilities, concessions, restrooms,
meeting rooms, landscaping, and parking.

•

Hybrid Mixed Use. This represents a blend of both
horizontal and vertical mixed use.

Mixed Use allows for a flexibility of uses that fit the area
while unifying those elements and providing shared
amenities. Mixed Use provides the opportunity to
concentrate people, employment, and service needs in a
given location, while sharing infrastructure, transportation,
parking, and a unique user experience. Mixed Use
development patterns should be concentrated in the
downtown area and along major transportation corridors
and their intersections.
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FUTURE LAND USE TYPES (CONTINUED)

COMMERCIAL

COMMUNITY FACILITIES

These uses are commercial and business in nature,

The Community Facilities use considers public and semi-

including retail, service, restaurants, office, and other non-

public uses that provides for the necessary functions of

industrial and commerce-based businesses. This land use

the community which include schools, faith organizations,

category includes neighborhood retail centers, regional

cemeteries, public utilities, city or county buildings or

retail development, pad sites, standalone restaurants or

facilities, public safety facilities, hospitals, etc. Size and site

retail, service providers, banks, and office uses.

requirements depend entirely on use, as do access and
parking requirements. Regardless of Community Facility

Development size depends on the current market needs

type, appropriate buffers should be implemented between

or specific needs of tenants, both of which change over

adjacent land uses and screening should be used for any

time. The types of commercial entities offered should

exterior storage associated with the use.

also consider the population served (e.g., neighborhood
versus regional commercial). Critical considerations include
access, visibility, topography, parking, infrastructure,
proximity to customers, and transportation. Commercial
uses provide sales of goods and services to consumers, are
important employment centers, and provide for tax base
diversification.

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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FUTURE LAND USE TYPES (CONTINUED)

FLEX/INDUSTRIAL
Flex and industrial uses are intended for businesses
focused on manufacturing, assembly, storage, warehousing,
distribution, research and development, technology, service,
transportation, raw materials handling and storage, outdoor
storage and handling, repair and maintenance, and waste
management. This land use classification considers both
light industrial and flex/innovation uses, and general
medium- to heavy-industrial uses.
Flex and industrial uses also serve important employment
centers and help diversify the tax base of the city. Lot size
demands vary specifically by business and operation type,
although most demand flat sites and accommodations
for larger areas under roof or large storage areas or
yards, and/or significant areas for access, movement, and
turning of trucks. Market demands, availability, access to
transportation, access to workforce, access to utilities and
infrastructure, site development needs, and lot size are
critical considerations.
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FIGURE 3.2

Given Richmond’s infrastructure, topography, highway access, and existing land use patterns, over the lifetime of this
Comprehensive Plan (20 years), urban expansion will favor the south and west portions of the city. Growth must be
community-appropriate, measured, and meaningful and not just consider new development, but also opportunities to
redevelop certain areas, developments, or buildings, while also considering preservation of existing areas that can be
strengthened through thoughtful infill. Growth is concentrated along key transportation corridors, major intersections, and
the downtown area. Figure 3.2 illustrates the growth framework plan.
RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
Future development opportunities in Richmond are varied, ranging from downtown revitalization to significant residential
growth to industrial opportunities.

NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
New residential housing development is a major focus for this Plan. Continued development of residential neighborhoods at
the periphery of the city at locations currently serviced with roads and utilities should be targeted. Prospective peripheral
housing sites include:
1. The eastern boundary of the Shirkey Golf Course;
2. Hilltop land at the city’s northwest quadrant;
3. Along West Royle Street;
4. The east Main Street corridor; and
5. South of MO-10 along both Wellington Street and Camden Street adjacent to existing residential subdivisions.
The online housing survey revealed significant interest in housing priced greater than $250,000. The land east of the golf
course and the hilltop land at the northwest quadrant offer unique settings ideal for large lot estate homes for high-income
homebuyers. The housing survey also identified strong demand in Richmond for moderately priced single-family housing
(e.g., $150,000 to $199,999). Favorable locations for this style of neighborhood residential include sites along West Royle
Street, the east Main Street corridor, and south of MO-10 along both Wellington Street and Camden Street.

INFILL RESIDENTIAL
Providing the opportunity to support a wide mixture of both owner-occupied and rental housing products suitable for
accommodating a broad population should be a priority. Given the presence of existing infrastructure and a large inventory
of vacant lots, infill housing should be the number one priority. Many vacant lots – created primarily through demolition –
exist west and south of the downtown core. These lots are walkable to downtown and are ideal for providing new housing
for young singles, young couples, professionals, empty nesters, and retirees. Single-family homes, duplexes, and small multifamily communities could be built on the available stock of vacant lots.

WHAT INCENTIVES EXIST TO STIMULATE DEVELOPMENT?
A variety of economic incentives could be offered to stimulate new home construction, including tax abatement,
waiving permit and utility connection fees, offering discounted lot prices, and public-private partnerships to assist in
infrastructure improvements.

?
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GROWTH CORRIDOR
MO-13 is an important corridor for retail activity. The city has proactively annexed land along this important
transportation corridor and this Plan recommends expanding the city’s boundary even further to the east and west.
This would allow space for future residential neighborhoods around the higher density MO-13 corridor.
The land designated for commercial use on the south side of MO-10 and MO-13 interchange should be expanded
and developed as Mixed Use to accommodate a wider mixture of land uses including retail, office, hotel, and largescale multi-family. Creating a more diversified commercial corridor will assist in its long-term sustainability. Future
industrial development is also recommended along the south side of MO-10 from the southeast corner of Wellington
Street west to Swofford Road. Warehouse distribution and light manufacturing uses would be suitable for these two
industrial locations to increase the tax base and provide employment opportunities.
To provide an employment base and capitalize on the prime transportation access, possible large-scale apartment
sites include land on the south side of MO-10 east of Wellington Street and a mixed use hub at the intersection of
MO-10 and MO-13 that would provide residential units. Additional residential and neighborhood serving commercial
uses are also a long-term vision along South Camden Street/Highway T should the city expand its municipal
boundaries south and east. A focus on parks, recreation, open space, and agricultural uses should also be considered
in this future growth area.

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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FIGURE 3.3

Downtown once served as Richmond’s principal shopping district. Today, with the presence of the Ray County offices,
downtown has become a business center for service professionals such as lawyers, real estate agents, title companies,
and government-related businesses. Downtown revitalization must focus on bringing day- and nighttime foot traffic by
diversifying the land uses and business activities, including retail businesses, eating and drinking establishments, residential
over ground floor commercial, and community open space. Figure 3.3 illustrates opportunities to revitalize downtown with
future development and redevelopment practices.
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DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
Multiple vacant parcels and parking lots are indicated as future development sites on Figure 3.3, all of which are located off
the downtown square. Future downtown development must strike a better balance of businesses on the square. One means
to achieve this is – over time – transitioning some existing professional office tenants to second floor space on the square
or new office building developments surrounding the square. The identified vacant parcels would be ideal for professional
office building, retail, and housing development.
The vacant lot at the northeast corner of North Main Street and College Street is planned for conversion into a plaza.
Incorporating a downtown green space will provide a much-needed community gathering place that will assist in hosting
events and activating downtown during the daytime especially.

REDEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
There are existing, but under-utilized, properties in the downtown area that should be considered for future redevelopment,
including office, retail, and multi-family housing. The multi-story buildings fronting the downtown square also have the
potential to accommodate upper floor office space and rental housing. Providing more opportunities for residential units
– rental or owner occupied – would provide a population base to support future retail, office, and entertainment, while
increasing pedestrian activity in the downtown area.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND ECONOMIC INCENTIVES
Older commercial buildings can be costly to restore and renovate. A potential consideration is to classify the downtown
core as a National Register District. This classification would benefit downtown in two significant ways:
1.

The historic district designation would assist in branding downtown and improve the sense of place.

2. Historic tax credits would be available to property owners to financially assist with repairs, renovation, and
restoration of the buildings. The national designation would not place restrictions on the buildings unless the owners
decided to take advantage of the historic tax credit program.
Additional economic incentives could be administered to assist in the revitalization of Downtown Richmond. Possible
incentives might include a façade improvement program, streetscape improvements, tax abatement for qualified building
improvements, and grants for storefront restoration and second floor housing.

WHAT IS THE DOWNTOWN CORE?
The downtown core is a 25-block area bounded by Buchanan Street to the north, Summit Street to the south, Shaw
Street to the east, and Shotwell Street to the west.

?
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4

TRANSPORTATION AND
UTILITIES FRAMEWORK
Section 4 - Transportation and Utilities Framework
describes the preferred transportation routes and
types for vehicular and non-vehicular transportation.
Connectivity, both for vehicles and active transportation
modes, is a crucial component to a thriving community.

WHAT’S IN THIS SECTION?
Goals and Policies
Transportation and Connectivity Framework Plan
Utility Considerations
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GOALS AND POLICIES
Goal 4.1 Maintain existing infrastructure.
Policy 4.1.1 Roadway Functional Classification System
Establish a functional classification of streets, including highways, arterials, collectors, and local streets to provide a
clear plan for the city to manage access and improve connectivity.
Policy 4.1.2 General Maintenance Plan
A general maintenance plan should be developed that outlines annual improvements to the transportation network to
be incorporated into the CIP.

Goal 4.2 Improve roadways that are unsafe for vehicles and pedestrians.
Policy 4.2.1 Roadway Improvements
Implement the roadway improvements shown in Figure 4.1 along Main Street/Business MO-10 and Camden Street,
including new roadway pavement, curb repair or addition, and sidewalk repair or addition.
Policy 4.2.2 Roadway Widening
Implement the roadway widening shown on Figure 4.1 to widen MO-10 and the section of East South Street from
Wellington Street to Spartan Drive to improve traffic capacity and flow.
Policy 4.2.3 Pedestrian Infrastructure
Pedestrian access should be considered wherever possible and especially around destination points such as parks,
schools, grocery stores, retail, restaurants, faith establishments, and other gathering places.

Goal 4.3: Improve existing intersections that are underperforming.
Policy 4.3.1 Spartan Drive and Walton Way
The intersection at Spartan Drive and Walton Way is the only entryway to the commercial strip anchored by the
Walmart Supercenter. Realign these roadways to better manage vehicular traffic, along with the addition of pedestrian
infrastructure to improve overall accessibility to the commercial strip.
Policy 4.3.2 Spartan Drive and East South Street
The intersection at Spartan Drive and East South Street is located near pedestrian destination points, including
Richmond High School, Richmond Middle School, Southview Park, Harps, Dollar Tree, and McDonalds. Improve this
intersection to include marked and signalized pedestrian crossings at each corner with sidewalk access, as well as
potential realignment of traffic flow through the intersection.

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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GOALS AND POLICIES
Goal 4.4: Construct new roadways where connectivity is needed.
Policy 4.4.1 Southern East/West Arterial Road
Construct an east/west arterial road in the southern portion of the city to serve as a connection point from MO-T to
MO-13 and support future growth areas.
Policy 4.4.2 Walton Way Service Road
Construct a service road from Walton Way to Wellington Street to provide a second point of entry to the commercial
strip along Walton Way and the baseball fields at MO-10 and Spartan Drive. This road should include pedestrian
infrastructure or multi-use trail alignment to provide safe pedestrian access.
Policy 4.4.3 Western City Limit East/West Parkway or Collector
Construct an east/west parkway or collector road from Royle Street through the western city limit to serve as a
connection point for the western portion of the city, near the Ray County Fairgrounds.
Policy 4.4.4 Northern Collector Road
Construct an east/west collector road in the northern portion of the city to connect Garner Street to, generally,
Thornton Street.

Goal 4.5: Use gateway features to mark the entryways into Richmond.
Policy 4.5.1 Gateways
Define major community gateways through distinctive signage, landscaping, public art, consistent branding, and other
features that convey the spirit and identity of Richmond, while also distinguishing it from adjacent communities. Entry
points for primary and secondary gateway placement are shown on the Transportation and Connectivity Framework
Plan in Figure 4.1.
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GOALS AND POLICIES
Goal 4.6: Increase multi-use trail connectivity.
Policy 4.6.1 Rails-to-Trails Conversion
Repurpose the underutilized and abandoned railroad corridor for Rails-to-Trails conversion to support the community
multi-use path system.
Policy 4.6.2 Construct Trails in Right-of-Way
Analyze and understand which roadways within the city have enough right-of-way to accommodate multi-use trails
separate from vehicular traffic. One such roadway is MO-13, as indicated on the Transportation and Connectivity
Framework Plan in Figure 4.1.

WHAT IS RAILS-TO-TRAILS?
The Rails-to-Trails Conservancy is a national organization that assists communities of all sizes in converting rail
corridors into multi-use trails. Railroad routes are ideal for trail conversion due to shared qualities of a transportation
corridor, such as flat land clear of vegetation and proximity to destination points.

?

Goal 4.7 Address ongoing utility issues and opportunities.
Policy 4.7.1 Address Drainage Issues
Some areas of Richmond experience spot flooding due to stormwater flow and insufficient drainage systems,

especially downtown and the surrounding neighborhoods. The city should address drainage issues across the system
but prioritize areas of frequent spot flooding (refer to Figure A.6).
Policy 4.7.2 Address Sanitary Sewer System Issues
Address infiltration/inflow issues across the system with priority for high problem areas (refer to Figure A.6)
Policy 4.7.3 Long-Term System Improvements
The current water distribution system can be seen in Figure A.6. Plan for long-term improvements to the water
distribution system, including:
• Line replacement;
• Main line valve installation, and;
• Fire hydrant replacement

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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FIGURE 4.1
The transportation network works as a collective system to flow both
vehicular and non-motorized traffic throughout the city. The Plan recommends
improvements at key areas to enhance the system overall as these updates
would improve traffic flow throughout the network.
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The improvements illustrated in the Transportation and Connectivity Framework Plan in Figure 4.1 are described below.

PROPOSED ROADWAYS
A new roadway is proposed at the following locations:
•

An east/west collector road from approximately Thornton Street to Garner Street.

•

An east/west arterial road from MO-13 to MO-T in the future growth area south of city limits. The future growth area
is shown in Figure 3.2.

•

A service road from Walton Way to Wellington Street to provide an additional point of access to the commercial
area on Walton Way.

•

An east/west parkway or collector road from Royle Street across the western city limit to provide another point in
this part of Richmond.

PROPOSED ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS
Roadways designated for improvements are key corridors through the city that are heavily utilized on a daily basis. Their
level of use and current conditions make them priorities for improvements, which include new pavement and the repair
or addition of curbs and sidewalks. Improvements are proposed on the entirety of Main Street from the east and west
boundaries of the city and on Camden Street from Main Street to T-Highway. These improvements will make roadway
conditions safer for vehicular traffic and provide safe pedestrian walkways across two major arterials.

PROPOSED ROADWAY WIDENING
Some roadways struggle to accommodate daily traffic loads. One solution is widening the roadway to accommodate more
traffic. Two ideal candidates for roadway widening projects include MO-10 and South Street from Wellington Street to
Spartan Drive, as shown in the images below.

MO-10

SOUTH STREET FROM WELLINGTON STREET TO SPARTAN DRIVE
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PROPOSED INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS
Successful intersection design allows for the safe flow of vehicular and non-motorized traffic and reduces congestion both
at the crossroads and in the surrounding roadway network. Two intersections are identified that should be enhanced to
increase network safety and improve overall flow. The intersection at Spartan Drive and Walton Way is currently the only
entry point into the commercial area on Walton Way. Its location at a commercial destination point and as a point of entry
into Richmond from MO-13 makes it a priority intersection for improvements.
Additionally, the current intersection does not have pedestrian access or signalized crossings and should be updated
to accommodate non-motorized users. The intersection at Spartan Drive and South Street is a priority intersection
because of its location near Richmond High School and Middle School, Harps grocery store, Dollar Tree, and fast food
establishments. Improvements are recommended for safe traffic and pedestrian flow as the area attracts pedestrian traffic
to and from surrounding destination points.
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PROPOSED MULTI-USE TRAILS
Richmond has opportunities to integrate multi-use trails into the overall transportation network. Trails are attractive city
amenities not only for recreation purposes but for safe and efficient alternative commuting options. The abandoned rail
corridor would be an ideal trail corridor. Railways are built on flat land cleared of vegetation and are typically still near
destination points within a city. Utilizing the rail corridor as a trail would create an attractive and useful outdoor amenity.
Trails are also illustrated in other areas of the city that would offer useful connections for non-motorized traffic. The rightof-way along Spartan Drive/MO-13 is wide enough to accommodate a trail separated from vehicular traffic and could
connect to the intersection at Walton Way along the proposed service road to Wellington Street, along Wellington
Street to Richmond Middle School, and connect into the rail corridor along Smith Street.

PROPOSED GATEWAYS
Gateways signify entry points into a city and provide the opportunity to create a unified identity and branding through
signage, landscaping, artwork, and other visual elements. Locations for both primary and secondary gateways into the city
are shown in the following areas:

PRIMARY GATEWAY LOCATIONS
•

MO-10 at Matt Waller Drive

•

MO-10 at Camden Street

•

MO-13 between Golf Club Drive and 88th Street

•

MO-13 at Thornton Street

SECONDARY GATEWAY LOCATIONS
•

Main Street and Camden Street

•

Main Street at western city limit

•

Main Street and MO-13

UTILITY CONSIDERATIONS
Aging utility infrastructure is a challenge across the city and has resulted in spot flooding, insufficient drainage, and
infiltration/inflow issues in the sanitary sewer system. A realistic consideration to help mitigate future issues are addressing
infrastructure repairs based on system performance. Special attention to areas experiencing frequent flooding should be
taken, such as areas in and around downtown. Major or long-term system improvements should be considered early and
planned as capacity allows.
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5

PARKS AND RECREATION
FRAMEWORK
Section 5 - Parks and Recreation Framework
acknowledges that community gathering spaces serve
important roles and can take many forms. Ranging from
mildly programmed open spaces to downtown parklets
to outdoor amphitheaters, there is much variety that
exists for bringing community members together. These
spaces provide valuable community destinations that
allow for fellowship, active and passive recreation, and
appreciation for the natural environment.

WHAT’S IN THIS SECTION?
Goals and Policies
Parks, Recreation, and Community Destinations Framework
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GOALS AND POLICIES
Goal 5.1 Enhance amount and diversity of outdoor destinations.
Policy 5.1.1 Community Events and Gathering Spaces
Continue to invest in improvements to existing park and recreation facilities and amenities and expand opportunities
for programmed community events, as well as informal community gatherings and day-to-day activities.
Policy 5.1.2 Outdoor Facilities
Prioritize permanent and flexible outdoor facilities that can be used year-round for a variety of events, including
concerts, outdoor learning/classroom experiences, local markets, and other pop-up events.
Policy 5.1.3 Active and Passive Opportunities
Provide spaces for both active and passive recreation within one-half of a mile from all residential neighborhoods.
Policy 5.1.4 Open Space
Actively protect open space areas in line with the Future Land Use Framework Plan (Figure 3.1) that provide
watershed functions or wildlife habitat and offer increased access to open space and recreational amenities.

Goal 5.2 Increase community events, festivals, and programs offerings.
Policy 5.2.1 Historic Spaces
Capitalize on downtown Richmond’s rich local history and use it as an economic driver for the city through community
events and other public programming.
Policy 5.2.2 Special Events
Collaborate with current business and arts and cultural interests to expand existing events (such as the annual
Mushroom Festival) and create new ones that support local businesses, foster a sense of community, and increase
awareness of what Richmond has to offer.
Policy 5.2.3 Programs and Activities
Provide residents with access to a variety of recreational and wellness services and programs, such as healthy cooking
classes, group fitness programs, etc.
Policy 5.2.4 Education and Volunteerism
Promote volunteer opportunities (e.g., Wildlife Habitat Restoration) to provide environmental education for residents
and foster an environmental stewardship ethic.
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GOALS AND POLICIES
Goal 5.3. Connect parks, pathways/trails, and recreational facilities.
Policy 5.3.1 Community Connectivity
Create a continuity of local connections through sidewalks, pathways, and multi-use trails to connect all destination
types to neighborhoods. Require new developments or significant redevelopments to connect or create sidewalks,
pathways, or multi-trails between developments to facilitate walkability to and from destinations.
Policy 5.3.2 Linkages
Link parks, recreation facilities, and outdoor gathering spaces with programming (such as wayfinding and educational
signage) to bolster social recreation opportunities.
Policy 5.3.3 Underserved Areas
Work toward providing equitable locations of programs, parks, facilities, shared use paths, and open space throughout
the city and prioritize investment and construction based upon household income.
Policy 5.3.4. Accessibility and Usability
Incorporate universal design features, such as ramps, restrooms, frequent benches, hard surface paths, and adequate
lighting to improve the accessibility and usability of city facilities for all residents, regardless of age or ability.

Goal 5.4 Utilize low-maintenance, sustainable, and resilient landscaping practices.
Policy 5.4.1 Native and Drought Tolerant Landscaping
Encourage the use of native and xeric plant species that reduce water usage and provide habitat, food, and other
resources to wildlife. Increase awareness of the benefits of native and xeric plant species and of other opportunities to
conserve water resources in landscaping (e.g., rain barrels).
Policy 5.4.2 Tree Preservation
Encourage the retention of healthy mature trees in both established and developing areas to protect air quality,
reduce stormwater flows, promote energy conservation, and enhance the character of the community.
Policy 5.4.3 Preservation of Open Space and Natural Areas
Ensure that open space opportunities are preserved for future generations. Work with landowners, developers, and
environmental interests to protect or enhance important natural areas, environmentally sensitive lands, and native
wildlife habitat as development occurs (e.g., create new stormwater treatment facilities, preserve native vegetation,
protect stream corridors, update the landscape code to include tree and native grass preservation, and other
regulatory tools).
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GOALS AND POLICIES
Goal 5.5 Optimize opportunities for parks, open space, and other
recreational amenities.
Policy 5.5.1 Development Requirements
Incorporate open space and natural resource access into future development, redevelopment, and revitalization
projects.
Policy 5.5.2 Public/Private Partnerships (PPPs)
Create partnerships with public and private entities and organizations, such as Homeowner’s Associations (HOAs),
the local housing authority, Richmond R-XVI School District, and others to provide public access and connections to
existing or planned parks, recreational facilities, or other local and regional facilities not owned by the city.
Policy 5.5.3 System Maintenance
Protect the long-term health of the parks, open space, sidewalk, and pathways system through regular maintenance
and monitoring issues over time to address changing community demands and needs.
Policy 5.5.4 Funding Mechanisms
Identify and secure a range of funding sources that will enable the implementation of recommendations for individual
parks, sidewalks, pathways, and recreational programs.
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FIGURE 5.1
Most undeveloped open space and/or agricultural land area in Richmond is concentrated along the
edges of the city with most of it forming the western municipal boundary. This Plan recommends
protection of key agricultural areas and the provision of new programmed parks, recreation, and
community destinations while maintaining existing facilities.
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Specifically, as highlighted on Figure 5.1, proposed parks or recreation areas are shown at the following locations:
•

The vacant lot at the northeast corner of North Main Street and College Street. This is an appropriate use
and will serve as a much-needed community gathering place that will assist in hosting events and to activate
downtown.

•

Existing agriculture/open space around the northeast corner of Garner Street and Dunns Lane. This is an
opportunity to provide active recreation in an area of the city with no existing park or recreation amenities. It
would primarily serve the residential to the south and west but also serve as a community wide park. With the
natural rolling terrain, there is opportunity for pleasant vistas and observation decks.

•

Southwest of South Street and Smith Street along the proposed multi-use trail. This proposed park or
recreation area builds upon the green space proposed north of South Street. Hugging the proposed multiuse trail, this area takes advantage of underutilized green space. Activating this area with a park or recreation
feature would provide additional outdoor amenities to single family and multi-family neighborhoods. With
the proximity of Richmond Middle School, this area could be programmed with an outdoor classroom that
focuses on stream and wetland preservation (or some other environmental topic) that can be incorporated into
curriculum.

Also illustrated on Figure 5.1 is a proposed multi-use trail. This feature activates the abandoned rail corridor in the
southwest corner of the city and creates a spur along Smith Street that ultimately extends the greenway south along
MO-13.
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In addition to the features shown on Figure 5.1, the following community programming concepts are recommended to
provide safe, exciting, and enriching opportunities for singles, families, youth, professionals, and seniors alike to enjoy in
Richmond:
•

After school programs. Increase educational or active programming for youth after school hours. This could include
art classes, STEM courses, organized sports, language classes, and more.

•

Recreational leagues. Increase the availability of organized and semi-competitive recreational leagues for all ages
in Richmond. This could include volleyball, kickball, pickleball, racquetball, golfing, corn hole, and others. These
programs provide fun ways for community members to connect, meet new people, and stay healthy.

•

Agritourism. With Richmond’s existing agricultural operations, support farmers in providing on-farm experiences for
the general public. This could include pumpkin picking; Christmas tree farms; hay rides; animal petting, riding, and
feeding; wineries; fruit picking; etc.

•

Community events. Increase the amount and variety of yearlong community events that are offered. Engaging
local and regional artists in an annual arts and craft fair, working with local farmers to provide a month-long holiday
market, or providing a summer concert series in the downtown square would excite both local residents and people
from neighboring communities to engage with Richmond.

•

Golf course expansion. Support Shirkey Golf Course in expanding its offerings. Becoming a regional destination
for tournaments while having other recreational programming available would promote economic development and
enhance an already healthy local destination.

•

Recreation complex. To support families with sport-age children and adults looking for more activity, create a
recreation complex with baseball/softball fields and soccer pitches to host local events and regional tournaments.
Support these sports fields with accompanying amenities (e.g., spectator seating, concessions, restrooms, etc.)

•

Children, youth, and teen destinations. Cater to the younger generations in Richmond and provide unique
opportunities for this population to be safe and stay active. This could include a splash park, roller skate rink, arcade,
skate park, and more.

•

Unique stays. Alternative lodging options should be considered alongside all of these park and recreation
opportunities, such as boutique RV parking, glamping, camping sites, and tiny home villages that support these
activities.

•

Community center. The gymnasium inside the Richmond Recreation Center currently serves in a community center
capacity for Richmond residents. Consider the creation of a dedicated community center that provides a gym,
workout facilities, indoor track, indoor/outdoor pool, event spaces, and conference rooms. The community center
could offer a wide variety of programming and daycare to support families in Richmond.
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RECREATIONAL LEAGUES

COMMUNITY EVENTS

GOLF COURSE EXPANSION

SPLASH PARK

GLAMPING

AGRITOURISM
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6

ACTION PLAN
Section 6 - Action Plan ties together all the goals,
policies, and framework plans into a unified action
plan. This section sets forth specific actions that
various departments, bodies, and organizations
should take to advance the Plan. Although planning
is a fluid and continuous process, adoption of this
Plan begins a collaborative journey of implementing
the recommendations and holding a promise to the
community to do what has been stated is desired.

WHAT’S IN THIS SECTION?
Comprehensive Plan Maintenance and Monitoring
How to Use the Action Plan
Action Plan
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN MAINTENANCE AND MONITORING
This Plan is a living document, with the action plan being one of the most fluid components. As actions are completed or
priorities shift based upon continued community input, staff availability, and/or political will, this action plan (and other
components of the Plan) should be regularly visited and modified.
In Missouri, planning commissions are required to create and adopt a city plan for the physical development of the
municipality, which reflects the planning commission’s recommendations for land use. State statutes also require that
community zoning regulations be based on recommendations stated by a comprehensive plan.
With the pace of change, unknown future opportunities, unforeseen circumstances, or unintended consequences, the
Plan should be occasionally reviewed. If, after analysis, it is recommended to be modified, it should be updated. While the
timeline of implementation of a plan is 10 to 20 years, the general lifetime of an effective plan is closer to 10 years. To this
end, it is recommended that this Plan be reviewed annually to evaluate progress made; undergo revision every five years;
and be fully rewritten every 10 years.

XXX
XXX
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HOW TO USE THE ACTION PLAN
With the research and analysis that occurred and the community engagement that took place, now it is time to put the Plan
to work. Adoption of this Plan is the first step to putting the recommendations into action, so to realize the vision set by the
community.
Integral to implementation efforts are the following overarching sentiments:
•

The plan as a guiding document. The Plan should be actively used and incorporated into daily decision making and
policy guidance for future land use, development and redevelopment, transportation, and parks and recreation.

•

Engage plan champions. Maintain active participation from members of the stakeholder committee and technical
committee who championed the Plan during the process and can provide excitement and momentum during
implementation.

•

Active communication. Implementation strategies must be shared transparently amongst city staff, community
leaders, and residents.

•

Celebrate little wins. Celebrate the early advancements of the Plan’s vision and understand the long-term action
plan to MAKE IT RICHMOND.

The action plan is organized as a series of matrices to clearly lay out the steps that will advance the Plan. Although each
recommendation is inherently interrelated, action steps are organized by the four guiding principles:
•

Economically Vibrant (Table 6.1)

•

Healthy Lifestyles (Table 6.2)

•

Connected Community (Table 6.3)

•

Strong Neighborhoods (Table 6.4)

Specific actions are described that, when completed, will help advance the goals, policies, and recommendations of the
Plan. For each action described, there is an accompanying responsible party/parties, recommended time frame to complete
the action, and resources required to do so.
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ACTION
Actions describe the program, process, or plan that advances the strategy to implement.

PARTICIPANTS
The implementation of the Plan is a collaborative effort that extends beyond city staff. This element of the action plan
identifies roles and responsibilities in advancing the described strategy, including both the owner/lead of the action, as well
as those who play a supporting role.

TIMING
Implementation takes time and some actions require more effort than others. This part of the action plan states when an
action should be completed to maintain community momentum and implement actions that are necessary to complete
other identified actions.
•

Immediately (0-1 year): To be completed within the first year of Plan adoption. These actions directly advance other
actions and/or address critical issues.

•

Short-Term (1-3 years): To be completed within the first three years of Plan adoption.

•

Long-Term (3 or more years): To be completed three or more years after Plan adoption.

•

Continuous (ongoing): These actions are ongoing efforts either already underway or to be integrated into day-today city staff responsibilities.

INVESTMENT
The resources necessary to see a task through include city staff time, collaborations or partnerships, existing funding
streams, the securement of new funding mechanisms, outside support, or some combination thereof.
•

City Staff Time: City staff play an important role in the implementation process and many of the actions will rely
primarily on this group. Even if city staff are not listed as the primary resource, their involvement in initiation and/or
coordination of the necessary parties will play a critical role.

•

Partnership: Many actions cannot be completed by city staff alone and will require additional support. Collaborating
with organizations that have additional capacity and/or political influence to advance the implementation of the Plan
may be necessary. Entities could include the Mid-America Regional Council (MARC), Ray County, Richmond Area
Chamber of Commerce, Richmond Redevelopment Corporation, Housing Authority of the City of Richmond, Park
Board, Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT), and others.

•

Outside Support/Funding: Some actions will require support or funding outside of existing city funding streams
and/or staff capacity. This could include procuring grants to fund special projects or studies, soliciting special
services beyond capacity or capability of the city, or other external support mechanisms.

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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ACTION PLAN
TABLE 6.1 ECONOMICALLY VIBRANT
ACTION

PARTICIPANTS

TIMING

INVESTMENT

Work with the Richmond Area Chamber of Commerce

Lead: Economic

Short-term

City staff time,

and Economic Development Department to update

Development Department

the city’s business recruitment and retention strategy

Support: Community

to be in line with best practices. Identify target

Development Department,

industries that align with the community’s vision and

Richmond Area Chamber

identify and prioritize investments in infrastructure and

of Commerce, City

amenities in Richmond’s employment areas. Market

Administrator

BUSINESS RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION
partnership

available incentives to individuals, property owners, and
organizations seeking to open new businesses or expand
existing businesses in Richmond. Promote Richmond as a
desirable place for remote work.
TARGET GROWTH AREAS
Use Figure 3.2 Growth Framework Plan, Appendix D -

Lead: Economic

Economic and Market Analysis, and Figure 3.1 Future

Development Department

Land Use Framework Plan to focus on target growth

Support: Community

areas. Assign priority to each of these target growth

Development Department,

areas (e.g., Tier 1/Priority 1, Tier 2/Priority 2, etc.). Use

Richmond Area Chamber

these areas to understand where expansion of services,

of Commerce, City

infrastructure, and development should be directed.

Administrator

Short-term

City staff time

Continuous

City staff time

CONTINUE TO KEEP SALES TAX LOCAL
Richmond’s pull factor of 2.76 (i.e., Richmond captures

Lead: Economic

retail sales at a rate 2.76 times the statewide average)

Development Department

is noteworthy and should be capitalized on and

Support: Community

maintained. Support development, redevelopment, and

Development Department,

reuse projects for new commercial space targeted at

Richmond Area Chamber

goods, services, and experiences people are leaving

of Commerce, City

Richmond for to help keep dollars local. Allow for the

Administrator, Finance

development of those uses per the recommendations

Department

of Figure 3.1 Future Land Use Framework Plan. Do so
appropriately and in line with community aesthetics and
values.
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TABLE 6.1 ECONOMICALLY VIBRANT (CONTINUED)
ACTION

PARTICIPANTS

TIMING

INVESTMENT

Through 2040, office-related job growth in Richmond

Lead: Community

Continuous

City staff time

is projected to support the need for 14,300 to 22,900

Development Department

square feet of owner-occupied and speculative office

Support: Economic

space. To support this growing office employment

Development Department,

base, provide opportunities to grow and attract more

Richmond Area Chamber of

Class A office development to support future quality

Commerce

Continuous

City staff time

ENHANCE OFFICE OFFERINGS

office tenants resulting in a diversified tax base for the
city. Consider alternative office developments, such as
mixed use developments, coworking spaces, and livework buildings that appeal to a variety of tenants and
industries, especially within Downtown Richmond.
INCREASE INDUSTRIAL MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
By 2040, industrial job growth in Richmond is projected

Lead: Community

to support the need for approximately 140,000 to

Development Department

223,400 square feet of owner-occupied and speculative

Support: Economic

industrial space. Support the need for increased

Development Department,

industrial space to accommodate this expansion, in

Richmond Area Chamber of

line with Figure 3.1 Future Land Use Framework Plan.

Commerce

Cluster industrial uses and ensure appropriate transitions
and buffers to surrounding neighborhoods and low
density land uses.
OFFER DIVERSE AND FLEXIBLE HOUSING OPTIONS NEAR SERVICES AND AMENITIES
Through 2040, Richmond’s forecast population growth is

Lead: Community

estimated to generate the need for 188 to 272 residential

Development Department

dwelling units. Encourage higher density and mixed use

Support: Economic

development near employment centers to increase the

Development Department,

attractiveness to businesses with workers seeking a live,

Richmond Area Chamber of

work, and play environment (as illustrated on Figure 3.1

Commerce

Continuous

City staff time

Future Land Use Framework Plan).
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TABLE 6.1 ECONOMICALLY VIBRANT (CONTINUED)
ACTION

PARTICIPANTS

TIMING

INVESTMENT

To gain momentum for downtown revitalization, consider

Lead: Economic

Continuous

City staff time,

structuring viable Public Private Partnerships (PPPs).

Development Department

A PPP is when the public sector and the private sector

Support: Community

(typically a business) partner to solve a problem more

Development Department,

efficiently and effectively than either could do on

Richmond Area Chamber

their own. PPPs come in many forms, including up-

of Commerce, City

front incentives, tax abatements, publicly-provided

Administrator, Finance

infrastructure, low-interest loans, grants, and many

Department

UTILIZE PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
partnership

others. Explore PPPs that are most beneficial to the city’s
goals for Downtown Richmond.
SUPPORT DENSIFICATION AND DIVERSIFICATION OF DOWNTOWN
Garner support for local businesses and property owners

Lead: Economic

in their efforts to revitalize underutilized buildings,

Development Department

outside support/

construct infill development, and activate sites to

Support: Community

funding

attract and retain unique businesses, entertainment,

Development Department,

and experiences in Downtown Richmond. Encourage

Richmond Area Chamber

a balance between residential development and

of Commerce, City

commercial, retail, office, and/or mixed use. Consider

Administrator, Finance

tax abatements, permit fee waivers, density allotments,

Department

and other strategies to encourage the densification and
activation of Downtown. Additional economic incentives
could be administered, including a façade improvement
program, streetscape improvements, and grants for
storefront restoration.
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Continuous

City staff time,

TABLE 6.1 ECONOMICALLY VIBRANT (CONTINUED)
ACTION

PARTICIPANTS

TIMING

INVESTMENT

Short-term

City staff time

Short-term

City staff time,

EXPLORE DOWNTOWN HISTORIC PRESERVATION OPPORTUNITIES
Because older commercial buildings can be expensive

Lead: Economic

to restore and renovate, explore designating Downtown

Development Department

Richmond as a National Register District. Doing so would

Support: Community

benefit downtown in two significant ways. First, the

Development Department,

historic district designation would assist in “branding”

Richmond Area Chamber of

downtown and improve the sense of place. Second,

Commerce

historic tax credits would be available to property
owners to financially assist with repairs, renovation, and
restoration of the buildings. The national designation
would not place restrictions on the buildings unless the
owners decided to take advantage of the historic tax
credit program.
ESTABLISH A DOWNTOWN COMMUNITY TASK FORCE
Create a Downtown Community Task Force to provide

Lead: Community

support to city staff during the future development,

Development Department

redevelopment, and revitalization of Downtown while

Support: Economic

providing the community perspective regarding these

Development Department,

decisions. The Downtown Community Task Force would

Richmond Area Chamber of

serve as an additional filter for the future of Downtown

Commerce

partnership

to help ensure plans submitted are in line with both this
Plan and community desires.
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TABLE 6.1 ECONOMICALLY VIBRANT (CONTINUED)
ACTION

PARTICIPANTS

TIMING

INVESTMENT

ADDRESS NEIGHBORHOOD TRANSITIONS AROUND DOWNTOWN
Develop an overall set of design guidelines for

Lead: Community

Downtown Richmond. The guidelines should provide

Development Department

outside support/

a cohesive and easy-to-understand playbook for the

Support: Economic

funding

revitalization and redevelopment of the area. It should

Development Department,

include guidelines and requirements in the public realm

Public Works Department

Immediately City staff time,

including streets, sidewalks, access, on-street parking,
streetscape, signage, wayfinding, district branding,
and public amenities. It should also include guidelines
for redevelopment of existing structures, parking, site
development, amenities, lighting, and other specific
redevelopment issues. Additionally, the guidelines should
provide for specific regulation of more intense uses
adjacent to less intense residential uses, which includes
transition and edge compatibility of existing single family
residential uses and newer more intense uses. These
issues include height, setback, intensity, streetscape,
access, and on-street parking.
CREATE A DEVELOPMENT REVIEW GUIDE
Create a Development Review Guide as a resource

Lead: Community

for residents, first-time or one-time developers,

Development Department

outside support/

seasoned developers and consultants, and city staff.

Support: Economic

funding

A Development Review Guide would provide clarity

Development Department,

on the development review process within the City of

Public Works Department,

Richmond. Development review exists to ensure each

Parks and Recreation

new development or redevelopment aligns with the

Department

community vision for the future, as reflected in this Plan.
A Development Review Guide should provide guidance
on the steps to be taken from the time an application
is submitted to approval of the Planning and Zoning
Commission and City Council. The guide should address
land use, zoning, transportation, traffic, neighborhood/
community fit and appropriateness, adjacent land
use compatibility, density, utilities, stormwater, tree
preservation, and more.
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Immediately City staff time,

TABLE 6.2 HEALTHY LIFESTYLES
ACTION

PARTICIPANTS

TIMING

INVESTMENT

Continue to support and promote the arts through

Lead: Richmond Area

Continuous

City staff time,

events and both temporary and permanent installations

Chamber of Commerce

outside support/

to showcase the arts community. Integrate public art

Support: Public Works

funding

throughout the city with special emphasis in Downtown

Department, Parks and

Richmond and at community gateways that define

Recreation Department,

Richmond, including along major corridors and public

Economic Development

spaces. Work with local artists and consider both

Department, Community

rotating and permanent displays.

Development Department,

INCREASE PUBLIC ART AND MONUMENTATION

Ray County Community Arts
Association
PRIORITIZE CONNECTIONS IN UNDERSERVED NEIGHBORHOODS
Add funding in the Capital Improvement Plan dedicated

Lead: Public Works

Short-term,

to a street maintenance program focusing on completing

Department

continuous

missing sections of sidewalks to enhance pedestrian

Support: Parks and

connectivity. Prioritize older neighborhoods that lack

Recreation Department,

connections to enhance multimodal options for residents.

Community Development

City staff time

Department
COMMUNITY PROGRAMMING
Support and bolster the efforts of the existing Parks and

Lead: Parks and Recreation

Recreation programming and seek new opportunities

Department

and experiences for residents. Pay special attention

Support: Community

to how future programs could better provide for

Development Department

Continuous

City staff time,
partnership

underserved community members through discounted or
free offerings, after-hours programming, etc. Work with
local and regional partners to share opportunities and
ideas.
PARKS AND RECREATION MASTER PLAN
Dedicate funding and time to the creation of a

Lead: Parks and Recreation

comprehensive parks and recreation master plan that

Department

outside support/

provide guidance and policy direction. A parks and

Support: Public Works

funding

recreation master plan should evaluate current parks and

Department, Economic

recreation facilities, services, and programs and make

Development Department,

recommendations to meet current and future needs.

City Administrator, Park

Conduct robust public engagement and utilize best

Board

practice research.

Short-term

City staff time,
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TABLE 6.2 HEALTHY LIFESTYLES (CONTINUED)
ACTION

PARTICIPANTS

TIMING

INVESTMENT

Review and update general use regulations, as necessary,

Lead: Economic

Long-term

City staff time

to expand opportunities for agritourism activities within

Development Department

the city.

Support: University of

Short-term

City staff time,

EXPAND OPPORTUNITIES FOR AGRITOURISM

Missouri Extension Office,
Missouri Department of
Agriculture
DEVELOP A DESTINATION COMMUNITY GATHERING PLACE DOWNTOWN
Develop a significant community gathering place that

Lead: Community

is in Downtown Richmond to provide a visible, high-

Development Department

outside support/

quality, and flexible community amenity that is highly

Support: Economic

funding

programmable to draw residents and visitors to the

Development Department,

heart of downtown. The space should accommodate

Richmond Area Chamber

programmed events as well as casual, non-programmed

of Commerce, City

uses.

Administrator

EXPAND AND STRENGTHEN PROTECTIONS FOR SENSITIVE ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES AND OPEN SPACE
Review and update the Zoning Code and Subdivision

Lead: Community

Regulations to include expanded protections for stream

Development Department

corridors, riverbanks, floodplain and floodway areas,

Support: Public Works

steep slopes, and existing trees. Identify and include

Department, Parks and

other measures that reduce impermeable surfaces

Recreation Department

during the development and redevelopment process,
such as requiring low impact development (LID) for new
developments and green infrastructure techniques that
reduce impermeable surfaces and return stormwater
to a natural state. Specifically, revise open space
requirements to mandate that the minimum amount
of open space by development site be concentrated.
Additionally, draft and adopt a tree preservation
ordinance to minimize tree removal during the
development process. Review tree preservation efforts
during the site plan review process.
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Continuous

City staff time

TABLE 6.2 HEALTHY LIFESTYLES (CONTINUED)
ACTION

PARTICIPANTS

TIMING

INVESTMENT

Provide opportunities, partnerships, etc., for land/

Lead: Community

Continuous

City staff time

property owners and developers who wish to install solar

Development Department

panels, wind turbines, and geothermal heating/cooling

Support: Public Works

systems. Rely on local and regional partners for best

Department, Richmond Area

practices on this matter. Use incentives for alternative

Chamber of Commerce

TIMING

INVESTMENT

Continuous

City staff time,

EXPLORE ALTERNATIVE ENERGY OPTIONS

energy to attract new businesses to Richmond.

TABLE 6.3 CONNECTED COMMUNITY
ACTION

PARTICIPANTS

ALIGN CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLANS WITH COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
This Plan incorporates the Access Richmond

Lead: Public Works

Transportation Master Plan as a guide for recommended

Department

transportation improvements within Richmond. Continue

Support: Community

to utilize the transportation master plan to propose

Development Department,

multimodal transportation capital projects, including new

MoDOT

partnership

roadways, roadway improvements, roadway widening,
trails, and sidewalks.
RAILS-TO-TRAILS PARTNERSHIP
Discuss the implementation of a rails-to-trails project

Lead: Parks and Recreation

along the abandoned rail corridor within Richmond.

Department

outside support/

Engage with the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy to begin

Support: Public Works

funding

utilizing their resources, such as the Trail Expert Network,

Department, Community

Trail Building Toolbox, webinars, and specifically – Trails

Development Department

Short-term

City staff time,

Grants Program. Through the Trail Grants Program, Railsto-Trails Conservancy emphasizes strategic investments
that support significant regional and community trail
development goals. Many of their funded projects are
modest in scope and scale.
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TABLE 6.3 CONNECTED COMMUNITY (CONTINUED)
ACTION

PARTICIPANTS

TIMING

INVESTMENT

Consider adoption of a complete streets policy to ensure

Lead: Public Works

Continuous

City staff time,

the development of a sustainable environment that

Department

outside support/

considers all aspects of transportation in the design

Support: Community

funding

and implementation of street and related infrastructure

Development Department

ADOPT A COMPLETE STREETS POLICY

projects. The foremost intent of a complete streets
policy is to protect the health, safety, and well-being of
residents and visitors, including those with disabilities.
A complete streets policy should intend that the design
and construction of all street projects should including
complete streets elements, as feasibility and funding
allows.
MO-10 COORDINATION
Work with MoDOT to explore roadway widening

Lead: Public Works

along MO-10. While MoDOT is implementing general

Department

outside support/

maintenance improvements along MO-10, the need for

Support: MoDOT

funding

Long-term

City staff time,

additional capacity to accommodate long-term traffic
growth is also important. The city should continue to
discuss widening MO-10 with MoDOT representatives.
COLLABORATE ON REGIONAL MULTIMODAL TRANSPORTATION INITIATIVES
Advocate for Richmond’s transportation system at the

Lead: Public Works

regional level to find new partnerships and funding

Department

opportunities to support build out of the future

Support: Community

roadway system and pedestrian/bicyclist infrastructure.

Development Department,

Participate in meetings and discussions with MARC on

MoDOT, MARC

the implementation of their Regional Transportation
Plan to leverage regional efforts at the local level – both
for the vehicular transportation system and bicyclist/
pedestrian network.
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Continuous

City staff time,
partnership

TABLE 6.3 CONNECTED COMMUNITY (CONTINUED)
ACTION

PARTICIPANTS

TIMING

INVESTMENT

PREPARE FOR FUTURE TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGIES
Take an active role in regional planning for high-

Lead: Public Works

Continuous, City staff time,

frequency transit and other investments that can

Department

long-term

partnership

enhance connections between Richmond and other

Support: Community

destinations within the Kansas City metropolitan area.

Development Department,

Monitor regional discussions related to electric vehicle

MoDOT, Rails-to-Trails

charging infrastructure, autonomous vehicles, vertical

Conservancy

Continuous

City staff time

take-off and landing drones, and other emerging
technologies that could have a significant impact on the
transportation network, parking requirements, and city
investments in the decades to come.
DOWNTOWN PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENTS
Continue the design and installation of high-quality

Lead: Public Works

pedestrian improvements in Downtown Richmond to

Department

cohesively connect pedestrians throughout the district

Support: Community

and provide amenities and streetscape that tie the area

Development Department,

together.

Economic Development
Department
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TABLE 6.4 STRONG NEIGHBORHOODS
ACTION

PARTICIPANTS

TIMING

INVESTMENT

ALIGN ZONING DISTRICTS WITH THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
Align land use categories in the Figure 3.1 Future Land

Lead: Community

Use Framework Plan with the Zoning Code.

Development Department

Immediately City staff time

Support: N/A
PROMOTE NEIGHBORHOOD BEAUTIFICATION, REVITALIZATION, AND STABILIZATION
Richmond has strong and established neighborhoods

Lead: Community

that should not only be protected but supported

Development Department

in continued maintenance and upkeep. City code

Support: Good Neighbor

enforcement officers should be educated about what is

Program

Continuous

City staff time,
partnership

and is not allowed in certain residential areas to maintain
aesthetic and safety standards, while supporting
residents who struggle with the level of upkeep
expected. To this end, consider the creation of a Good
Neighbor Program to appoint volunteer ambassadors
that serve as support for code enforcement officers,
as well as assistance to struggling homeowners. This
could include assistance with mowing, trash and debris
clean up, tree trimming, painting, and more to stabilize
neighborhoods. To encourage compliance, provide
incentives for homeowners that follow through on code
enforcement violations after the first notification.
IDENTIFY AND PROTECT HISTORIC RESOURCES
Conduct a historic resources survey of areas perceived

Lead: Historical Resources

to have historic value, including existing neighborhoods

Expert

and Downtown Richmond, to identify potentially eligible

Support: State Historic

structures and/or districts. For structures and/or districts

Preservation Office, National

identified, update the Zoning Code to institute formal

Parks Service, Community

protections. Historic properties and districts preserve

Development Department

the integrity of Richmond’s history while creating
new funding mechanisms for their upkeep and/or
revitalization.
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Long-term

Outside support/
funding

TABLE 6.4 STRONG NEIGHBORHOODS (CONTINUED)
ACTION

PARTICIPANTS

TIMING

INVESTMENT

Support a wide mixture of both owner-occupied and

Lead: Community

Continuous

City staff time,

rental housing products suitable for accommodating

Development Department

a broad population. Given the presence of existing

Support: Economic

infrastructure and a large inventory of vacant lots,

Development Department,

infill housing should be prioritized over greenfield

Richmond Redevelopment

development. A large inventory of vacant lots created

Corporation

DIVERSIFY HOUSING PRODUCTS
partnership

primarily through demolition exists west and south
of Downtown Richmond. Such lots are walkable to
downtown and are ideal for providing new housing
for young singles, young couples, empty nesters, and
retirees. Single-family homes, duplexes, and small multifamily communities could be built on the available stock
of vacant lots. A variety of economic incentives could be
offered to stimulate new home construction. Possible
examples include tax abatement, waiving permit and
utility connection fees, offering discounted lot prices,
and public-private partnerships to assist in infrastructure
improvements.
CLUSTER DENSITY STRATEGICALLY
In line with Figure 3.1 Future Land Use Framework

Lead: Community

Plan, direct density and higher intensity uses along

Development Department

major transportation corridors and their intersections,

Support: N/A

Immediately City staff time

including MO-10, MO-13, Highway T, Wellington Street,
Main Street, and Downtown Richmond. Development
and redevelopment efforts should be focused along
these major corridors, their intersections, and Downtown
Richmond to preserve open space, protect transitions
from higher to lower intensity uses, and appropriately
buffer larger footprint developments to neighboring uses
(particularly residential areas). Review and update Zoning
Code and development standards accordingly to allow
clustered developments to utilize shared amenities (such
as parking, sidewalks, etc.) and increase lot coverage to
maximize site usage in areas planned for development.
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TABLE 6.4 STRONG NEIGHBORHOODS (CONTINUED)
ACTION

PARTICIPANTS

TIMING

INVESTMENT

Preserve existing housing stock that supports important

Lead: Community

Immediately City staff time

community needs, particularly in older neighborhoods

Development Department

in the central area of Richmond. Opportunities for infill

Support: Economic

and revitalization should be considered on a lot-by-lot

Development Department,

or case-by-case basis. Available state and local incentive

Richmond Redevelopment

programs should be utilized in the revitalization of

Corporation, Housing

existing neighborhoods and housing stock.

Authority of the City of

PRESERVE EXISTING NEIGHBORHOODS

Richmond
ENHANCE AND INFILL EXISTING NEIGHBORHOODS
Provide for public right-of-way enhancements in existing

Lead: Public Works

older neighborhoods. Enhancement opportunities

Department

outside support/

include wayfinding, street trees, sidewalks, storm sewers,

Support: Community

funding

and curb and gutter improvements. Utilize available

Development Department,

state and local incentives and programs as well as

Parks and Recreation

annual dedicated commitments to provide funding for

Department

Continuous

City staff time,

neighborhood enhancements over time.
PROTECT NEIGHBORHOOD TRANSITIONS
Modify city codes and regulations to ensure

Lead: Community

compatibility in transitions between greater intensity

Development Department

uses and residential uses. Modifications should focus

Support: N/A

on the edges and adjacency of differing uses and can
include height, form, setbacks, lighting, screening,
fencing, and landscaping.
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Immediately City staff time
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A

WHERE IS RICHMOND
TODAY?
Long-range planning must be founded on an
understanding of a community’s past and present.
Appendix A presents a summary of the analysis of
the current state of the City of Richmond. This section
acknowledges the importance of well-informed
recommendations and strategies that properly respond
to existing realities.
Appendix A provides an overview of Richmond’s place
and role within the region, other regulating and guiding
plans, demographic and economic trends, and physical
and natural environment.

A1

EXISTING PLANS AND STUDIES
A critical component of any planning process is examining what has already been done. By reviewing the
recommendations of recent plans, the work of this Plan is more focused and tailored to the specific needs that have
yet to be addressed. The evaluation of other plans also allows for continuity at a broader scale instead of multiple
plans for the same general area that have an individualistic approach. Recent planning efforts, documents, and
recommendations thus serve as an integral starting point for this Plan. They provide context on certain topics within
the city and the city itself. A full summary of related plans is provided in Appendix C.

RICH HISTORY
At its founding in 1821, Missouri was broken into 14 counties, one of which was named Ray County and included the
entire northwest corner of the state. Eventually, as the area was being settled, the original Ray County was broken
down into 13 separate counties. In 1827, the county bearing the name of the original area chose a tract of land owned
by John Wollard, Willard B. Martin, and William Thornton to be the seat of Ray County. The new town was named after
Richmond, Virginia, which was the hometown of some of the original settlers.
Richmond has seen a great deal of history, predating the civil war by nearly 40 years. The town was settled by
pioneers from Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee who largely relocated to the area for agricultural and businessrelated pursuits. Of those settlers, there were formative leaders of the Mormon Church. Two of the Three Witnesses
from the early Latter-Day Saints movement are buried in the Pioneer Cemetery, including David Whitmer and Oliver
Cowdery, who was the scribe of the translation of the Book of Mormon as it, “fell from the lips of Joseph Smith.” A
monument to the Three Witnesses stands at the entrance to the cemetery. Richmond is also the resting site of Civil
War guerrilla “Bloody” Bill Anderson and Bob Ford, the man who shot Jesse James.
The Ray County Museum displays the unique, historical significance of Richmond throughout the Civil War, World
Wars I and II, coal mining, Black History, and Mormon History. The museum is in a historic farmhouse adjacent to the
Ray County Fairgrounds.
The tradition of the original settlers of Richmond continues today. Surrounded by fertile land, agriculture is still an
important part of Richmond. It is also a business, trading, and shopping center for the area with numerous businesses
and services that fulfill the needs of citizens from miles around. The city itself is laid out as the typical early county
seat with a beautiful town square that surrounds a historic limestone courthouse, dedicated in 1915. The town square
is a highlight of the community and has been the focus of downtown revitalization efforts.
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FIGURE A.1 EXISTING LAND USE

A3

LAND USE
Richmond is located within the northwest quadrant of the State of Missouri and is included in the Kansas City Metropolitan
Statistical Area. The city occupies approximately 6.6 square miles of land area at the intersection of MO-10 and MO-13.
As shown on Figure A.1, the intersection of the highways contains a mixture of commercial and public uses. The downtown
area is a hub of commercial uses that continues along the Main Street corridor running east and west of downtown. The
general area surrounding downtown contains residential uses that transition outwards from urban to agricultural.

ZONING
The City of Richmond uses an official zoning map to control land use, the intensity of those uses, and the interactions
between various land uses. These zoning regulations are in place to protect and enhance the health, safety, prosperity,
and general welfare of Richmond residents. As shown in Figure A.2, much of the city is zoned for single family residential
purposes, agriculture, and industrial uses. The downtown area is indicated as a central business district surrounded by
public service/office uses and areas zoned for multi-family dwelling units.

FIGURE A.2 EXISTING ZONING PERCENTAGE BREAKDOWN
7.9%
27.5%
4.4%
R-A Agricultural

4.2%

2.3%
1.1%

R-1 Single Family Dwelling
R-2 Two-Family Dwelling
R-3 Multi-Family Dwelling

0.9%

SO Public Service/Office
B-1 Local Business

0.6%

B-2 General Business
B-3 Central Business

0.1%

I-1 Light Industrial
I-2 Heavy Industrial

51.0%
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FIGURE A.3 EXISTING ZONING

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ZONING AND LAND USE
Zoning districts specifically define and regulate what kinds of uses are allowed
on specific parcels and outline city development requirements.
Land use reflects the current or desired development pattern in a given area.
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PARKS, RECREATION, AND DESTINATIONS
From parks and recreation opportunities to historic sites and museums, Richmond has something to offer everyone.
Southview Park is a community recreation amenity, conveniently located between the middle and high school
buildings, with sports fields, playgrounds, and a swimming pool. Maurice Roberts Park has several picnic shelters,
two tennis courts, field space, play areas, and unique sculptures. Hamann Park is a smaller neighborhood park with a
playground, picnic area, and walking path. Armour Park features picnic shelters, a ball field, playground equipment,
and a dog park.
Historical sites are a large point of interest for visitors. The Ray County Museum contains several exhibits that
showcase the history of the county and city from its founding in the 1820s. The Pioneer Cemetery is the resting site
for two of the Three Witnesses of the Mormon Church. Members of the Church of Latter-Day Saints from near and far
travel to Richmond to pay respects.
Downtown Richmond is a community gathering spot with shops and day-to-day service amenities surrounding the
courthouse. The Farris Theatre, built in 1901, is a historic concert venue that has become the anchor to the Farris Arts
District, which has utilized adjacent buildings as art studio spaces. Downtown is also the site of anticipated annual
events including the Christmas Light Parade during the holidays and the Mushroom Festival in the spring. Another
popular event in Richmond is the Ray County Fair, which is held each July at the county fairgrounds and hosts an
amateur rodeo, tractor pull, demolition derby, 4H shows, and livestock sale.
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TRANSPORTATION AND
CONNECTIVITY

There are several arterial streets within Richmond that
provide direct routes to major destinations in the city. The
following streets are generally identified as arterials:
•

Street connects MO-10 to the city and is the first
major entry-point into Richmond when traveling

The City of Richmond’s transportation network consists
of a collection of facilities that primarily serve vehicular
traffic; however, there are options for pedestrians and

from the west.
•

transportation master plan, in 2010. The existing

several businesses east of MO-13/Spartan Drive.
•

north-south route from the downtown business

and information contained with that study. The city’s
illustrated in Figure A.4.

district to southern parts of the city and beyond.
•

13. These highways carry up to 10,000 vehicles per day

which is a major east-west thoroughfare through
Richmond.
•

Dear Elementary School and Sunrise Elementary

arterial from Black Diamond Street to south of the Wal-

School via Matt Waller Drive.

Mart intersection where it becomes a four-lane divided
arterial with signalized intersections at major intersections
including Main Street, South Street, and the access drive
into the commercial businesses south of MO-10.
MO-10 is a two-lane highway within city limits that
connects Richmond to the Kansas City metropolitan area
to the west. There are interchanges at Highway T and
MO-13 and three at-grade intersections on MO-10 in
Richmond.

Main Street: Main Street runs through the
downtown business district and provides access to

(VPD) to and throughout the city. MO-13 is a four-lane

highway. MO-13/Spartan Drive is the primary north/south

Wollard Boulevard: Wollard Boulevard provides
access to the hospital and connects to Main Street,

ROADWAY NETWORK
Richmond lies at the intersection of MO-10 and MO-

Wellington Street: Wellington Street also provides
access to the school campuses and is a major

conditions data shared below is primarily from the results
existing transportation and connectivity network are

South Street: South Street provides access to the
High School and Middle School campuses as well as

public transportation services offered through the county.
The city prepared Access Richmond, the community’s

Highway T/Camden Street: Highway T/Camden

Collector streets provide a vital link between the abovementioned arterials and neighborhood streets. Some
collector streets within Richmond include:
•

Chapel Drive that connects MO-13/Spartan Drive to
Wollard Boulevard south of MO-10;

•

Institute Street that provides a connection from
South Street to the north part of the city; and,

•

Garner Street, which provides a north-south
connection on the west side of town.

The remaining roads throughout Richmond are considered
local streets, which provide direct access from local
residential commercial streets to adjacent properties.
Overall, the condition of the highways and arterials
throughout the city is good. Some of the collector streets
and local roads have cracked and crumbling pavement,
shoulder drop-offs, poor sight distance, and lack of
signage. Long-term maintenance is a priority.
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ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION
Promoting non-motorized travel is essential for communities such as Richmond to accommodate the needs of all
residents. Building an interconnected network of pedestrian-accessible transportation promotes local quality of life.
Generally, sidewalk infrastructure in Richmond is sporadic and does not provide consistent connectivity to
major destinations. Pedestrians are often forced to use the grass at the side of the road or shoulders. Sidewalk
improvements were made in downtown in 2008 and 2009 to make the area more accessible for those on foot or
using mobility devices.
For bicyclists, there currently are no officially designated routes. Rather, bicyclists share the road with vehicular traffic.
There is little to no signage alerting motorists to share the road with cyclists along the roads of Richmond.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Ray County Transportation, Inc. provides transit service in Richmond and Ray County. They provide demand response
service to the disabled, elderly, and general public. The service allows patrons to travel to their destinations at a
low cost when traveling by car is not an option. Funding for this service is provided by various sources including the
Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT) and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA).

RAILROADS
According to the Missouri State Rail Plan (2012), the first railroad built in Missouri was a five-mile length of track laid
from Richmond to the Missouri River sometime between 1849 and 1851. The line was entirely made of wood (including
the rails) and horses pulled these trains.
Today, a former railroad line exists in the southwest quadrant of the city and runs east-west just south of Main Street
before curving south, crossing MO-10, and following a streamway beyond city limits. However, this infrastructure
is part of an abandoned rail corridor that has not been active for decades. Some of the right-of-way has been
purchased by neighboring property owners or been subject to development. The abandoned rail corridor could serve
as a future rails-to-trails corridor if the gaps were properly addressed.

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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FIGURE A.4 EXISTING TRANSPORTATION AND CONNECTIVITY
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NATURAL FEATURES
This section of the Plan briefly describes environmental features of Richmond and existing risks and opportunities
associated the natural landscape of the area. These environmental features are illustrated in Figure A.5.

FLOODWAY AND FLOODPLAIN
Richmond has had flood risk mapped through the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) National
Flood Insurance Program. FEMA typically will identify flood-prone areas through detailed hydrologic and hydraulic
modeling and occasionally through approximate methods to assist with planning, management, and risk assessment
within watersheds.
The 100-year floodplain exists primarily along the edges of the city, primarily in the city’s northeast quadrant along
the West Fork of the Crooked River. Most of this floodplain (and its floodway) are not within the Richmond city
limits. This floodplain continues along several of the tributaries of the West Fork of the Crooked River that are within
Richmond. In the southeastern portion of the city, a floodplain (and its floodway) exist along tributaries of Willow
Creek. The City of Richmond regulates development and activities within and near floodplains and their associated
floodways.

WETLANDS, WATERBODIES, AND WATERWAYS
Water and water-like resources, including wetlands, waterbodies, and waterways, are dispersed throughout the city.
Wetlands, which are marshy or swampy areas that may or may not have standing water present depending on
the season, support both aquatic and terrestrial species. They also protect and improve water quality and store
floodwater. Wetlands in Richmond are found primarily along or near waterways, primarily the tributaries of the West
Fork of the Crooked River and Willow Creek.
The West Fork of the Crooked River - the most prominent waterway in and near Richmond - traces back to the
Crooked River, which is a tributary of the Missouri River. The Crooked River rises east of Lathrop, Missouri and flows
generally southeasterly through Caldwell and Ray Counties.
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FIGURE A.5 EXISTING
NATURAL FEATURES

UNDERSTANDING THE FLOODPLAIN
Land with a one percent chance of flood occurrence at any time is the standard for requiring
the purchase of flood insurance and regulating development in flood prone areas. FEMA
designates such areas as Zone A or Zone AE, which are Special Flood Hazard Areas.
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UTILITIES
To ensure the proper infrastructure for future development, redevelopment, or maintenance as the population grows, it is
necessary to review the existing utility infrastructure within the city. Figure A.6 illustrates, in part, the existing utilities within
the city.

WATER
The City of Richmond owns and operates their water distribution system. The city’s water plant, built in 1973, has a
maximum distribution rate of 1.8 million gallons per day and a 300,000-gallon onsite clearwell for storage. Three ground
wells supply the plant with over 3,000 gallons of water per minute. Miles of underground piping distributes fresh water to
residents and businesses throughout the community. Richmond also sells water to the City of Henrietta. Two water towers
stand tall on the city’s west side. The Hill Street tower, built in 1973, holds one million gallons of fresh water, while the Valley
Drive tower, built in 2001, holds 750,000 gallons.

WASTEWATER
Sanitary sewer is also owned by the City of Richmond. Wastewater follows a similar route as the water infrastructure. Sewers
throughout the community move through nine lift stations, which push waste through Richmond’s many hills and valleys
before reaching the sewer treatment facility in south Richmond. Waste is then treated at the treatment facility, built in 2013,
before being released into the local watershed. Previously, the community had two treatment facilities. With voter approval
in 2010, the “North Plant” was decommissioned and 3.1 miles of pipeline and a five-million-gallon detention basin were
installed.
The collection system covers approximately 2,600 acres and includes approximately 240,000 linear feet of public piping
with 967 manhole locations. The collection system is divided into nine sewer-sheds, each with an associated lift station:
•

Happy Hollow Station: 8-inch sewer main with two pumps at 150 gallons per minute (gpm) each.

•

Hill Street Station: 15-inch sewer main with two pumps at 150 gpm each.

•

Lisa Lane Station: 8-inch sewer main with two pumps at 150 gpm each.

•

North Pump Station: 8, 10, and 12-inch sewer mains with three pumps at 1,215 gpm each.

•

10-13 Lift Station: 6-inch sewer main with two pumps at 150 gpm each.

•

“K” Lift Station: 8-inch sewer main, unknown pump capacity.

•

Grinder Lift Station: 8-inch sewer main, unknown pump capacity.

•

210 Lift Station: 18-inch sewer main with three pumps at 310 gpm each.

•

Monty Evert Station: 8-inch sewer main with two pumps at 66 gpm each.
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STORMWATER
In 2001, Richmond residents approved a one-half of one percent (0.5%) sales tax for transportation purposes. This tax was
developed for improvements to streets, sidewalks, and related stormwater improvements. Currently creeks and waterways
are not owned or maintained by the City of Richmond, but the city has completed stormwater improvement projects since
the approval of the sales tax, including improvements to Wellington Street in 2006, Deer Ridge in 2009, the Ridgeway
Neighborhood in 2018, Wollard Boulevard in 2019, and Eastview Drive in 2020.

ELECTRIC
Electrical service is provided by Evergy, formally Kansas City Power and Light. The community’s power substation is located
on South Street, just east of Spartan Drive. The city continues to work with Evergy in updating the community’s aging
infrastructure, particularly in the Downtown District.

NATURAL GAS
Natural gas service is provided by Liberty Utilities of Joplin. Liberty Utilities acquired previous supplier, Empire District Gas,
in 2017.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND BROADBAND
Internet and television services are provided by Mediacom of Blooming Grove, New York and AT&T of Dallas, Texas.
Mediacom has a local office at 501 East Main Street in Downtown Richmond.
Three cellular towers provide wireless services to the community. One tower is located at MO-13 and Crispin Street. The
other two towers are located at the south end of the community on Wellington Street.
In 2021, Wisper Internet of Mascoutah, Illinois began satellite internet service to the Richmond and northern Ray County
areas.
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FIGURE A.6 EXISTING UTILITIES
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ECONOMIC AND MARKET CONDITIONS
This section of the Appendix A examines the economic and demographic factors impacting real estate development
trends within Richmond. Economic and demographic characteristics are centered around the City of Richmond, however
for comparison’s sake, figures from Ray County and the State of Missouri are also presented. Data trends provided
include historic population and forecast growth, household composition, age distribution, household income, educational
attainment, and employment trends. Quantifying these economic and demographic characteristics assists in forecasting the
future demand for commercial and industrial space as well as residential housing units.
Note: Sources for the following data include the U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, ESRI Business Analyst,
and U.S. Department of Labor.

POPULATION GROWTH
Population growth has a direct impact on the demand for housing and retail space. During the 1980s and 1990s, Richmond
experienced modest but steady population growth and by 2000 the population reached 6,116 residents. From 2000
through 2010, the city’s population declined 5.7 percent to 5,797 residents. By 2020, the Richmond population rebounded
to 6,013 residents, as seen in Figure A.7.
From 2021 to 2040, Richmond’s population is conservatively forecast to increase by 7.2 percent, adding 435 new residents.
Under a more optimistic scenario, Richmond’s population will grow at an average annual rate of 0.5 percent, yielding an
increase in population through 2040 of 630 residents.

FIGURE A.7 RICHMOND POPULATION TRENDS
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POPULATION AGE
Figure A.8 compares the population of Richmond and Missouri by six primary age groups, including children (0-14 years);
adolescents (15-24 years); young adults (25-34 years); family/working adults (35-44 years); empty nesters (45-64 years);
and elderly (65+ years). Each age group possesses distinctively different consumption and housing needs.
While in 2020 empty nesters ages 45 to 64 years comprised Richmond’s largest age group with 20.5 percent of the total
population, it lagged the statewide norm of 26.9 percent. Another major deviation is Richmond’s elderly population share
of 19.6 percent far exceeded the statewide rate of 14.0 percent. Richmond also supports a much lower percentage of
adolescents ages 15 to 24 years. For all other age cohorts, Richmond’s share is consistent with that of the state.

FIGURE A.8 POPULATION AGE COMPARISON

45-64 YEARS OLD

65+ YEARS OLD

Ages 45 to 64 years account for 25.6 percent of the total population,

Per capita retail expenditures by seniors 65+ years old is 18

compared to 24.6 percent statewide. This empty nester age

percent lower than those under the age of 35 years and 41

group provides opportunities for home downsizing, restaurants,

percent lower than people ages 35 to 64 years. Residents

entertainment, and travel and will also produce a growing need for

65+ years of age account for 14.0 percent of the statewide

healthcare services and continuum care housing facilities.

population. The senior population poses a growing market
for healthcare, senior housing, and downsized housing.

24.6%
19.6%

35-44 YEARS OLD

Ages 35 to 44 are in their child-raising
and principal consumer years, with
expenditures favoring hardware,
furniture, home furnishings, consumer
electronics, department stores, and

12.3%

eating and drinking places. Family/
working adults account for 12.5 percent
of the statewide population.

12.7%

25-34 YEARS OLD

19.5%

0-14 YEARS OLD

Children are not consumers per say,
but their presence within a household
generates retail expenditures on apparel,
accessories, and groceries. The percentage

11.0%

of children in Richmond is consistent with
statewide averages.

Young adults generally are new to the workforce. These tech
savvy young adults are heavy consumers of electronics, apparel,
accessories, entertainment, and rental housing. Young adults
will have a growing impact on the local workforce, retail goods
and services, and housing market. Young adults account for 12.9
percent of the Missouri population.

15-24 YEARS OLD

The adolescent population is a key demographic for supporting
the sales of apparel, accessories, groceries, sporting goods, music,
consumer electronics, eating and drinking places, and general
merchandise. By comparison, adolescents account for 14.0 percent of
the Missouri population.
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HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION
According to ESRI Business Analyst, as of 2020, an estimated 2,430 households resided in Richmond with an average
household size of 2.32 persons. Family households account for 60.7 percent of all households with 30.7 percent of all
households having children present. Married couple families account for 42.7 percent of all households, of which 17.3
percent had related children. Reference Table A.1 for more detail.
Over the past six decades the average household size in the United States has declined steadily, from 3.33 persons in 1960
to 2.52 persons by 2019. This declining household size has played a factor in changing housing needs. Richmond’s average
household size of 2.32 persons is supported by the below average rate of families and married couples with children.
When compared to that of the State of Missouri, Richmond’s household composition possesses well below average rates
for both of families and married couples with children and above average householders living alone and senior population
ages 65 years and over.
Richmond’s household composition characteristics suggest a propensity for detached single-family housing and large
population of seniors aging in place.

TABLE A.1 HOUSEHOLDS BY TYPE
HOUSEHOLD TYPE

CITY OF RICHMOND

STATE OF MISSOURI

Total Households

2,430

2,375,611

Family Households

60.7%

65.3%

Married Couple

42.7%

48.4%

With Related Children

17.3%

20.7%

27.8%

16.7%

With Children Present

12.7%

11.0%

Householder Living Alone

33.9%

28.3%

All Households with Children

30.7%

31.8%

Average Household Size

2.32

2.44

Average Family Size

2.93

3.00

Other Family (No Spouse Present)
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HOUSEHOLD INCOME
Household income levels have a direct impact on retail expenditures, housing needs, for-sale housing values, and residential
rents. A comparison of household income distribution estimates for Richmond and State of Missouri are outlined in Figure
A.9.
Richmond’s median household income of $41,074 compares to $54,596 for Missouri, with a much greater rate of households
earning less than $35,000 and a much lower rate of high-income households earning $100,000 or more. Richmond’s well
below average household income levels place a constraint on supportable retail sales, housing values, and residential rents.
An estimated 28.5 percent of Richmond households earn less than $25,000 annually, compared to 20.9 percent statewide,
suggesting a need for affordable and income-based housing.
An estimated 15.0 percent of Richmond households earn $25,000 to $34,999 annually compared to 10.3 percent statewide.
These households tend to be perpetual renters with the lowest income households potentially qualifying for some form
of housing assistance. The median rent in Richmond of $966 per month as reported by the U.S. Census requires annual
household incomes within the upper end of the $25,000 to $34,999 income range.
Richmond’s entry-level housing valued between $100,000 and $199,999 accounts for 35 percent of the total housing stock.
Based on standard lending practices, households earning $50,000 to $74,999 represent the entry-level, for-sale housing.
According to the U.S. Census, an estimated 13.4 percent of Richmond households earn $50,000 to $74,999, compared to
18.5 percent statewide.
High-income households with annual incomes of $100,000 or more account for 13.1 percent of all Richmond households
compared to 23.7 percent for Missouri. These households represent potential demand for luxury for-sale housing priced
more than $500,000 as well as luxury automobiles, retail goods and services, travel, and entertainment.

FIGURE A.9 HOUSEHOLD INCOME DISTRIBUTION COMPARISON

Richmond
Missouri
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EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT
Educational attainment levels of a market area’s labor pool are becoming increasingly important in the ability to attract
and retain knowledge-based industries as well as the ability to support above average wages. Figure A.10 provides a
comparison of educational attainment levels between Richmond and State of Missouri as provided by ESRI Business
Analyst.
Educational levels have a direct impact on achievable income levels, retail expenditure patterns, housing values, and the
demand for commercial space. The demand for retail space increases as income and retail sales levels rise. The type of
retail space is also impacted as high-income households support increased demand for higher valued goods and services.
The demand for office space improves at higher educational attainment levels as a larger percentage of residents are more
likely to be employed in professional service and medical professions.
The Richmond population is less educated than the overall Missouri population with just 19.5 percent of the population
attaining an Associate degree or higher compared to 38.3 percent statewide. Conversely, 54.3 percent of Richmond
residents attained a high school diploma or less compared to 39.2 percent of the statewide population.
Richmond’s below average educational attainment levels place a constraint on achievable income levels, retail
expenditures, and housing values and rents. The population’s educational attainment is best suited to attract new industry
in the manufacturing and warehouse/distribution sectors.

FIGURE A.10 EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT LEVELS

Richmond
Missouri
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MAJOR EMPLOYERS
Henkel Corp employs more than 408 people at the Richmond facility, many whom live in Richmond and others who
commute to Richmond from surrounding cities and counties. Henkel is on the Forbes Top 500 Places to Work in America.
Shirkey Nursing and Rehabilitation is a 197-bed long-term health facility with dual certification for Medicare and Medicaid
employing more than 200.
Oak Ridge Assisted Living, Richmond’s newest assisted living community, hires for a wide variety of staff members.
Ray County Hospital employs more than 150 workers and is an award-winning Critical Access Care Facility with both inpatient and extensive outpatient services. The hospital continues to make upgrades to the facility, including new additions
to the emergency services, lab, and outpatient areas.
Richmond Public Schools serve the communities of Camden, Henrietta, Knoxville, Millville, Rayville, and Richmond, and
continue to be one of Richmond’s largest employers.
Governmental organizations include the City of Richmond as well as Ray County, all with offices in the city and with services
centralized there. Other major private-sector employers in Richmond include Walmart and Swafford’s Ford dealership.

EMPLOYMENT TRENDS
Since gains in employment generally fuel growth in population, income, and retail expenditures, job growth is a reliable
indicator of general economic conditions and demand for housing, commercial, and industrial space. Typically, households
prefer to live near work for convenience. Affordable housing values, reduced commute times, and higher quality of life can
motivate employees to relocate to the community where their job exists.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, coming out of the Great Recession, employment in Ray County grew at a
modest rate from a low of 10,234 jobs in 2013 to a peak in 2019 at 10,587 jobs and an unemployment rate of 3.6 percent,
consistent with the state and national averages. The COVID-19 pandemic reversed the decade long employment growth
with the loss of 374 jobs in 2020, pushing the unemployment rate to 6.9 percent.
From 2010 to 2017, while following a similar downward pattern, the unemployment rate for Ray County trended higher than
both the statewide and national averages. By 2018 and 2019, the Ray County unemployment rate performed at or near the
levels of both Missouri and the United States. However, the COVID-19 pandemic inflated the county’s unemployment rate to
6.9 percent, compared to 4.4 percent for Missouri and 6.7 percent for the nation.
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WHO DOES RICHMOND
WANT TO BE?
Appendix B summarizes the public engagement
opportunities provided as part of this planning process.
Public engagement is a crucial component of any plan
as it allows for the involvement of community members
who know Richmond best to be active participants in
the creation of future recommendations. Feedback
received during engagement heavily influences the
plan’s direction.

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
Good public engagement lies at the heart of successful planning. It is a conversation by one side that has the
technical understanding to help problem solve and by the other side that has the on-the-ground real world
knowledge of a place. It is collaborative, engaging, personal, and involves extensive listening.
In the end, a good plan is developed with the community, and not just for it. This Plan was developed with the
community and stakeholders. Through a series of online and in-person engagement opportunities, the planning team
was able to collaborate with the community on the thoughts, ideas, and comments that became the recommendations
put forth in this Plan; the Plan is better for it. Appendix B summarizes both that process and its outcomes.
Each engagement opportunity allowed participants to share their ideas for the future of Richmond. After each
engagement opportunity, the planning team analyzed the comments and graphics and documented the formal
and informal conversations that took place. This information then shaped and reshaped the Plan’s priorities and
recommendations.
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PROJECT MARKETING
Multiple media outlets were utilized to ensure Richmond residents were aware of the opportunities to be involved in the
planning process. Such outlets included a dedicated project website, the city’s social media accounts, press releases, email
blasts, and text messages through the city’s TextCaster account.

PROJECT WEBSITE
A website (https://www.makeitrichmondplan.com/) was created to provide a landing page for anyone interested
in learning about the planning process. The website provides information on a variety of topics related to the
Plan, including:
•

A project overview, which details the purpose of the Plan and the goals of the planning process;

•

A project timeline that shows the phases of the project;

•

A listing of the different ways to engage in the planning process as a member of the public, or as a
member of the stakeholder or technical committees (e.g., public survey, visioning and planning workshop,
and/or public open house, etc.);

•

Project downloads that summarize findings at engagement events and the Plan drafts; and

•

An opportunity to ask questions or provide comments to the city.

The website was regularly updated throughout the planning process to be used as a community information
resource.

SOCIAL MEDIA
The City of Richmond’s Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/cityofrichmondmo/) was used to inform
people about the Comprehensive Plan process, solicit participation in events, and invite residents to take the
online survey.

PRESS RELEASES
Press releases were used by the city to formally announce milestones in the planning process and included
project information and direction to the project website.

EMAIL BLASTS
The project website and engagement events provided the public with the option of joining the contact list to
receive project communications. Various e-blasts were sent to those who opted into email notifications about the
project to advertise and provide information on engagement opportunities.

TEXTCASTER BLASTS
Richmond uses TextCaster to quickly send out city updates via text message or email. This tool was also used to
spread information about the planning process to interested community members.
B3

Marketing and
Outreach Material
Examples
The graphics to the left are
examples of the marketing and
outreach materials designed
and distributed for the planning
process. The top graphic is
a screenshot of the project
website. The middle and bottom
graphics were posted on
the city’s Facebook account,
distributed to the project
website’s email contact list, and
posted on the city’s website
homepage.
A unified brand was created
for the Plan, including set
colors, fonts, and logo. The
brand standardized the visual
identity of materials related to
the planning process, so that
outreach efforts could be easily
attributed to the Plan.
The logo created for the Plan
is complementary to the city’s
logo, utilizing multiple of the
same icons and the same colors.
The Plan logo also incorporated
the Plan’s tagline, Unlocking our
Potential, which is a play on the
key icon in the city’s logo.
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PUBLIC SURVEYS
As part of the public engagement process, two public surveys were included in overall analysis of existing conditions
and indicators of potential areas of focus. The housing survey was conducted by the planning team as part of the
comprehensive planning process while the citizen survey was conducted by the city prior to the comprehensive planning
process.

CITIZEN SURVEY
In August 2020, the city conducted a citizen survey to gather resident input and feedback on city programs and services.
The information provided by residents is meant to improve existing programs and services and help determine long-range
planning and investment decisions.
Overall ratings of the city were positive, with over half of the residents surveyed rating the city as an “excellent” or “good”
place to live, raise children, and a place they are proud to call home.
An analysis of survey results reviewed the importance and ratings of the major service categories within the city to help
set investment priorities. The two recommended areas of focus to raise the overall satisfaction rating of residents are
maintenance of city streets and quality of water and sewer services.
Full survey results are available on the city’s website: www.cityofrichmondmo.org.

HOUSING SURVEY
The public was asked to respond to a survey about housing as one of the first steps to set priorities for the future of
development and land use in Richmond. The survey was available from April 29 to June 13, 2021 via the project website. The
results of the survey are detailed briefly with the following graphics and are available in full on the project website
(https://www.makeitrichmondplan.com/).
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WHAT TYPE OF HOME DO YOU
CURRENTLY RESIDE IN?

91.8%

DETACHED SINGLE FAMILY HOME

RENT

OWN

DO YOU OWN OR RENT THE
HOME YOU CURRENTLY
RESIDE IN?

87.1%
12.9%

LESS THAN $500

34.6%
26.9%
19.2%
3.9%

$500 TO $599

$600 TO $749

$750 TO $999

$1,000 OR MORE

THEY WOULD PREFER TO

PURCHASE A HOME

IN RICHMOND, RATHER THAN RENT A HOME
THEY WOULD CHOOSE A

DETACHED SINGLE FAMILY HOME
IN RICHMOND, IF ADEQUATE SUPPLY WAS AVAILABLE

THEY WOULD PREFER THE FOLLOWING PRICE RANGES:

33.3%

LESS THAN $100,000

33.3%

$100,000 TO $149,999

28.6%
4.8%
0.0%

$150,000 TO $199,999

$200,000 TO $249,999

$250,000 OR MORE

FOR THOSE THAT WOULD PREFER RENTING, THEY
WOULD PREFER THE FOLLOWING MONTHLY RENTS:

WHAT IS YOUR MONTHLY RENT?
15.4%

IF A RESPONDENT DOESN’T
CURRENTLY LIVE IN RICHMOND...

58.3%
$600 TO $749

33.3%
$500 TO $599

8.3%

LESS THAN $500

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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IF A RESPONDENT CURRENTLY LIVES IN RICHMOND AND THEY WOULD
CONSIDER UPGRADING OR DOWNSIZING THEIR CURRENT HOME...
THEY WOULD PREFER TO PURCHASE A

DETACHED SINGLE FAMILY HOME
THEY WOULD PREFER THE FOLLOWING PRICE RANGES:

20.0%
15.8%

LESS THAN $100,000

$100,000 TO $149,999

31.7%
13.3%

$150,000 TO $199,999

$200,000 TO $249,999

19.2%

$250,000 OR MORE

THEY WOULD PREFER A HOUSE WITH...

47.6%
3 BEDROOMS

38.8%

13.6%
2 BEDROOMS

4+ BEDROOMS

SURVEY RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
WHAT IS YOUR AGE?
22.8%

22.8%
2.1%

16.8%

13.7%
21.8%
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18 TO 24 YEARS
25 TO 34 YEARS
35 TO 44 YEARS
45 TO 54 YEARS
55 TO 64 YEARS
65+ YEARS

WHAT IS YOUR RELATIONSHIP STATUS?
7.1% 6.6%
9.1%
6.1%

71.1%

MARRIED
RELATIONSHIP/PARTNERSHIP
WIDOWED
DIVORCED
SINGLE

VISIONING AND PLANNING WORKSHOP
Public engagement serves as a critical milestone in any planning process. Not only is the visioning and planning workshop
(workshop) the first in-person opportunity for community members, stakeholders, and city staff members to meet and work
together, it is the time when the collective tone for the process to come is set. The ultimate goal of the workshop is to guide
the development of the Plan, ensuring it is reflective of overarching community goals.
The workshop is a time when participants are initially encouraged to ignore price tag and timing concerns. The process
is meant to first uncover the needs, wants, and desires without being clouded by the constraints. Visioning intentionally
strips away what often holds people back from being truly honest about what they want to see. Once the needs, wants, and
desires of the community have been fully explored, the constraints and roadblocks can be discussed. With the openness
that comes from sharing with one another about what is desired, a more informed conversation can be had about
impediments, obstacles, and dislikes.
During the workshop, the existing conditions of the city are examined within their respective areas: land use and
development; transportation and connectivity; economic development and vibrancy; and parks, recreation, and natural
features. Members of the community are encouraged to discuss and share what is and is not working within those areas.
In addition to providing a dedicated time and space for members of the public to participate actively in the visioning
process, this time is also imperative for the planning team, allowing them the opportunity to listen intently to what the
community hopes to achieve from the project. Although the facilitated dialogue and exercises provide rich input, the
act of simply listening to conversations being had between neighbors, acquaintances, and city staff members with their
constituents is invaluable to shaping the Plan.

OVERVIEW
The visioning and planning workshop was held June 29 and 30, 2021 at the Richmond City Gym. Attendees included the
planning team, stakeholder and technical committees, and members of the public.
The stakeholder committee is made up of property owners, business owners, and other key stakeholders who have a vested
interest in the future of Richmond. The technical committee is made up of representatives from various city agencies that
would, in part, be responsible for implementing portions of the Plan.
The first day of the workshop included meetings and exercises with the stakeholder and technical committees. The second
day was dedicated to analysis and generation of content for the public open house taking place in the evening. By the
end of the two days, the planning team had informed direction from community members on the specific concerns and
challenges facing Richmond, and where areas of focus should be while developing Plan recommendations.

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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SESSION SUMMARIES
The first day began with a presentation to the stakeholder and technical committees that covered the results of the housing
survey and the economic and market analysis, along with a brief overview of the project and workshop schedule. After the
presentation, the group was given instructions for the first exercise.
Word Cloud. In the first exercise, each participant was asked to write three, one-word answers to the following prompt:
“What do you love about Richmond?” The word cloud illustrated in Figure B.1 represents the words in the responses. The
larger the word size in the cloud, the more times it was repeated as a response to the question. Word clouds are helpful in
finding similar trains of thought between respondents.
Trends that emerged included the stakeholder and technical committees’ appreciation for Richmond’s community-oriented,
small-town feel and living in a rural area within comfortable distance of Kansas City.

FIGURE B.1 WORD CLOUD
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Visioning. The next exercise asked participants to share their needs, wants, desires, barriers, obstacles, and
annoyances for the city, defined as follows:
•

NEEDS: We need to address this critical issue.

•

WANTS: If we had the choice, we would choose to have this...

•

DESIRES: Wouldn’t it be nice if..., but if we don’t get it, that’s okay.

•

BARRIERS: Immovable objects or impediments that we must go around.

•

OBSTACLES: Things that can be surmounted or changed (hopefully in our best interest); get in the way of what
we want to accomplish (but not just a nuisance).

•

ANNOYANCES: Things we just do not like; tend to be nuisances and personal; do not prevent you from
achieving your goals.

Before the start of the workshop, the stakeholder and technical committee members were sent “homework” to
complete, which included the visioning exercise. Homework responses were collected digitally and compiled into
posters. At the workshop, the planning team printed a poster for each of the six categories for participants to review.
The entire group was given ample time to read the list of responses and record anything else they may have missed
onto individual sticky notes.
After everyone had finished reviewing or adding comments, the planning team split the participants into six groups
by having the participants number off, one through six. From there, each group cycled through each station and
discussed the responses as a group. The planning team then instructed each group to pick their top three favorite
responses of each category and place those responses on their own group sheet. This exercise began the narrowing
process to determine which items were most important. Each groups’ priorities are detailed on Tables B.1 through
B.6.
The One Thing. Once each group identified their top three comments per category, the planning team instructed
them to choose their top comment per category. When all six groups had narrowed their choices and elected a
spokesperson, each group reported what they chose and why. “The One Thing” per category is bolded on Tables
B.1 through B.6.
The full record of visioning responses is recorded at the end of Appendix B in Table B.7 Visioning Responses.

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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TABLE B.1 GROUP ONE RESPONSES
NEEDS

BARRIERS

•

Infrastructure

•

Annexation

•

Mid-Range Housing

•

Housing

•

Industry

•

Income Limits

WANTS

OBSTACLES

•

Community Center

•

Low-Income Housing (Too Much)

•

Retail/Dining

•

Lack of Local Employment to Draw Skilled

•

Education/Trade School

DESIRES

Employees
•

Tax Revenue

ANNOYANCES

•

Sidewalks/Biking/Walking Trails

•

Tourism

•

Set in Our Ways

•

Community Events

•

Lack of Community Involvement

•

Lack of Working Together to Acquire Goals

TABLE B.2 GROUP TWO RESPONSES
NEEDS
•

Infrastructure

•

Limited Housing

•

Workforce

•

Annexing

•

Housing

•

Commercial Development

WANTS

OBSTACLES

•

Sit Down Dining

•

Budget

•

Full-Service Community Center

•

Proximity to KC

•

Recruit/Retain Youth

•

Young Professionals Contributing

DESIRES
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BARRIERS

ANNOYANCES

•

Tourism/Entertainment

•

Community Attitudes

•

Square Parking

•

Traffic

•

Positive Public Relations

•

Mental Health

TABLE B.3 GROUP THREE RESPONSES
NEEDS

BARRIERS

•

Improved Sidewalks/Streets

•

Lack of Housing

•

Improved Water/Sewer System

•

Lack of Commercial Development

•

Fiber Internet

•

Lack of Vision

WANTS

OBSTACLES

•

More Dining/Retail Options

•

Limited Tax Base

•

Community Center

•

Lack of Amenities

•

Downtown Improvements/Loft Housing

•

Repurpose, Remove Old or Empty Buildings

DESIRES

ANNOYANCES

•

Community Center

•

Negative Opinions

•

Guided History Tour

•

Lack of Commitment, Volunteers

•

Entertainment, Food, Drink

•

Drug, Alcohol Problems

TABLE B.4 GROUP FOUR RESPONSES
NEEDS

BARRIERS

•

Development

•

Limited Infrastructure

•

Infrastructure

•

Highway 10/13

•

Attractions

•

Lack of Incentives to Attract Development

WANTS

(Commercial and Residential)

OBSTACLES

•

Next Level Education

•

Aesthetically Pleasing Appeal

•

Budget

•

Community Center and Outreach

•

Proximity to KC

•

Young Professionals Contributing

DESIRES

ANNOYANCES

•

Additional Attractive Social Revenues

•

Building Community and Inclusion

•

Community Attitudes

•

Development Incentives

•

Traffic

•

Mental Health

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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TABLE B.5 GROUP FIVE RESPONSES
NEEDS

BARRIERS

•

Underground Infrastructure and Sidewalks

•

Old Infrastructure

•

Removal and Restoration of Dilapidated Structures

•

Geographical Boundaries

•

Fast, Quality Internet Options

WANTS
•

OBSTACLES
•

Lack of Infrastructure to Afford Growth

Community Center and Quality Recreational

•

Political Will, Lack of Growth Mindset

Facilities

•

Limited Number of Investors

•

Retail and Dining Choices

•

Sidewalks and Curbs

DESIRES
•

Outdoor Activities and Trails

•

Entertainment, Dining, and Hotel Options

•

Better Visual Appearance of People Passing

ANNOYANCES
•

Addiction

•

Program and Facilities That Encourage People Not
to Work

•

Lack of Civic Pride for Property

Through

TABLE B.6 GROUP SIX RESPONSES
NEEDS
•

Infrastructure

•

Growth (Mindset of Next Generation)

•

Housing

•

Increase Tax Base

•

New Business

•

Lack of Skilled or Higher Educated Workforce

WANTS

OBSTACLES

•

Community Center

•

Infrastructure

•

Education Stability

•

Poverty

•

Business/Entertainment

•

Limited Business

DESIRES

ANNOYANCES

•

Tourism Draw

•

Abuse - All

•

Recreation (Outdoor Sidewalk, Sign at Hamann Park

•

Citizenship

for Identity on 13 Hwy)

•

Land Use for Future Growth/Development

•
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BARRIERS

Entertainment

Topic Stations. After a quick break, the planning team
split the attendees into new groups to cycle through topic
stations, including: (1) Land Use and Development; (2)
Parks, Recreation, and Natural Features; (3) Transportation
and Connectivity; and (4) Economic Development and
Vibrancy.
Each topic station had related questions that participants
answered using individual sticky notes or by placing sticky
dots on maps. The group began narrowing areas of focus
into categories after building some consensus with the
common themes shared during visioning exercises.
The full record of topic station responses is recorded
at the end of Appendix B in Table B.8 Topic Station
Responses.
Draft Vision Statements. In the afternoon of day two,
the stakeholder and technical committees returned for
another exercise before the public open house. After a
lesson on what a vision statement is and should entail, the
planning team split participants into six new groups and
asked each group to write their own vision statements
for the City of Richmond. Once each group wrote their
statements, a spokesperson reported out to share
and explain their thought process. Each groups’ vision
statement is recorded to the right.
These potential vision statements represent the beginning
of a unified vision for the city. The planning team displayed
each statement for the public open house to gain
additional feedback from the larger community.

“We aspire to be a growing community with
the small town values of freedom, family, and
friendliness. We achieve this by combining
a low cost of living with opportunities that
allow all ages to enjoy a more relaxed and
healthy lifestyle.”
“Richmond is a diverse community that offers
healthy living options for all demographics
including housing, shopping, healthy (and)
active lifestyle and education!”
“Our Vision is working towards a community
of compassion and a value of life. Striving for
unity through community involvement and
fellowship. Sustainable long-term growth
and improvements.”
“A community that has a positive attitude
and takes pride in aspiring to provide a toplevel education for our children, employment
opportunities, and a vision that will attract
people of all ages.”
“Responsibly serve the community with a
positive outlook and image. Knowing that
we are meeting the needs of those in and
around Richmond and those who may
consider relocating to Richmond for business,
pleasure, education, and housing, so that our
community may grow in a positive manner.”
“We aspire to be a starter community to a
retirement community, offering housing and
career opportunities as well as a positive
quality and enjoyment of life. Stay a day or a
lifetime in Richmond!”

RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE
Overview. The public open house took place on the evening of day two, from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at the Richmond
City Gym. Members of the public had the opportunity to give feedback on the visioning and topic station exercises
that were completed by the stakeholder and technical committees. Additionally, the planning team presented
initial ideas for potential growth, redevelopment, and revitalization opportunities throughout the city, downtown
development and redevelopment opportunities, and a framework for future vehicular and non-vehicular connectivity.
Findings. Analysis of public open house feedback revealed patterns in responses among members of the community.
Issues that were repeated throughout the exercises included the need for infrastructure improvements, especially for
flooding and stormwater mitigation; an increase in housing options; revenue-generating businesses for downtown
such as restaurants and retail; and more pedestrian-friendly amenities such as sidewalks and trail connections.
Richmond residents showed a clear appreciation for their community and small-town living, and members of the
public shared their enthusiasm and interest for the planning process through their active participation in the exercises.
The full record of public open house responses is recorded at the end of Appendix B with the stakeholder and
technical committee responses in Table B.8 Topic Station Responses and in Table B.9 Open House Responses.
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TABLE B.7 VISIONING RESPONSES
NEEDS
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

More/better side walks
Expansion, repair and replacement of infrastructure such as
water, sewer, internet, streets, etc.
Additional mid-range single family housing
Better parks and trails
Need to address local stability for health services
Need to increase active recruitment of physicians. Several
of what few physicians we have will be retiring within the
next few years with no one to replace them. Also, attracting
healthcare support staff. Recruiting nurses is extremely
difficult.
Good Infrastructure underground so we can maintain nice
quality roads above ground.
New city first-run firetruck
Upgrades to aging water system
We need better infrastructure, water lines, streets, curbs,
internet access for private citizens and local businesses.
Community Identity
We need to work on upgrading and adding sidewalks.
We need to fix the water infrastructure issues around town,
including the downtown area.
More industry and small business
Partnerships between the school and employers in the
community to introduce high school students to what job
opportunities exist with local employers after graduation.
Informing students what options are available if they choose
to enter the workforce immediately after graduation or what
options are available if they choose to attend college or trade
school and return to Richmond for employment.
Employers potentially offering internships to students to gain
experience and exposure. Potentially offering apprenticeship
programs to the students/graduates that fit the needs of the
employment opportunities.
Water and data transmission
Faster internet options for both businesses and residents.
Drug usage has increased in the community, seemingly
flowing out of Excelsior Springs towards us. We need to
address this with increased police presence and possibly a
drug task force to target known houses dealing in or using
drugs.
Clean up old houses and or destroy
Stabilize our school district to attract families that will add to
our work-force base
Updated internet service for everyone... Urban and residential
Living quarters for senior citizens that do not qualify for low
income

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

I believe we need to shift from low-income housing to single
family and duplex housing in order to increase tax base and
attract more finances to the community.
Annexation
Child care is a huge problem for our work force. We need
affordable, safe solutions.
Improve storm water drainage.
Drug and alcohol Abuse Prevention
Upgraded water system.
We need faster, and much more reliable internet.
Promotion and support of local hospital, assist with medical
doctor recruitment.
Organization and support to assist RXVI School District in
time of turmoil and transition
Organization and support to ensure longevity of local
Chamber of Commerce, or similar entity
City water distribution system
Update & make affordable rental/lease housing for our
community growth.
Grants and/or city help with sewer, water, permit discounts,
street extensions as incentives for people to build more
housing.
Single family housing developments
Better Housing. More affordable housing.
Increase in city income
Long term infrastructure plan for streets, sewer and water
Many of our sidewalks, especially along Main Street, are in
need of repair. Some are crumbling or being pushed up by
tree roots, and in other places the sidewalk no longer exists.
Additional housing options for rentals-nice duplexes
or apartments with a car shelter or garages that can
accommodate young married families and people like new
teachers.
Clean-up of lower rent housing.
We need more industry.
Find more ways to engage our youth instead of setting up
a basketball court, how about developing chess leagues
or non-violent video game leagues. There are a myriad of
opportunities...
We need to establish a skilled workforce to meet the needs
of present businesses and future business
expansion.
Stabilize school administration in RXVI District and school
board so that strong community - school partnerships can be
created and sustained.
Attraction of light industry/manufacturing (which creates
better paying jobs, demands higher quality housing, higher
tax base, and higher population).
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TABLE B.7 VISIONING RESPONSES (CONTINUED)
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

We need stronger/faster internet infrastructure (i.e. fiber) to
draw more businesses/residents to our community.
Expand our boundaries for additional housing options
There is a need for greater professional office space in
Richmond and the lack of policing, lessens the value of some
that does exist. For example, South St., from the High School
to the Old Walmart is a raceway, contributed to by the
clientele of O’Reilly Auto Parts and High School Students. It
is dangerous and loud and counterproductive to conducting
business.
Revamp of the water system in town. We are hemorrhaging
money on spot fixes that not only include the parts and labor
costs of the sewer, but also the road repair cost, which often
is filled improperly and requires more attention at a later time.
Indoor smoking ordinance!!! We are the only town I can think
of that allows smoking in restaurants. Not only does this limit
options for our own residents who do not smoke, it also repels
visitors from returning for a meal when passing through or
looking for other options.
Reliable power.
We need to address the condition of the water system, we
have way to many breaks.
We need updated affordable housing options.

WANTS
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Community Center
More retail
Memorable/aesthetically pleasing/eye-catching Richmond
signs at each entrance to show pride of the city and
community.
Improve dilapidated sidewalks and install new sidewalks for
connectivity.
Continuous improvements to parks and playgrounds.
Beautification, upkeep of what is already in the parks and
playgrounds and install additional features in the parks/
playgrounds.
Cleaning up and beautification of public and private
properties, right of ways, highway entrances to the City, etc.
Vocational/trade schools
Additional access to Walmart area, access to 10 Hwy at
Wellington.
Harmony with community in welcoming new people
New updated Welcome to Richmond signs. The current ones
look old and tired. Some nice landscaping at city entrances.
People to come to the town because of its offerings and
school
A welcoming plan for new residents.

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

More business development along Highway 13, north of
South St. This would hopefully drive more people to the main
parts of our town.
Improved internet connectivity - in city limits and rural areas.
Improved access and traffic flow in and around limited access
state highway systems
Community outreach program
We have three signs on the east and west of the town
identifying Richmond, all are in need of repair. Most of our
traffic though comes from the north or south along 13 Hwy,
I would love to see a more substantial set of signs that show
our pride of community.
Thriving with population and school enrollment
YMCA or other community center option.
I want more dining choices.
I would love to see a community center that our community
of all ages could enjoy. An inside pool would be additional
therapy for our Nursing Home residents.
An expanded community center as an attraction for the
younger, fitness-minded families.
Attract people to town for it celebrations, theatre, amenities,
etc
Park with four ball fields (in a close distance from each other).
A Richmond welcoming team that can befriend new people
to town and helped them network in the
Community
I would love to see a thriving, active, downtown area with loft
apartments.
The availability of at least one retail choice in town for each
business type so people don’t have to go to KC to have a sit
down dinner, buy sporting goods, shop for shoes, etc.
I believe one of the biggest distractions from our city are the
signals at the intersections of Spartan (Hwy 13) and Main and
South St’s. (hanging by a wire) These areas are the first things
you see as a traveler, from the North or South. For the most
part we have well maintained area along that corridor, but
that adds a blemish to the beauty of our town.
More retail business choices to draw people from
surrounding towns. This will also increase our tax base.
Community Center
We need to find ways to increase city income through
expansion of the tax base rather than any tax increases.
To develop a sense of community among the residents
Dining options, especially for dinner, are lacking.
I would like to see some sort of institution to help train
a skilled labor force, or even a junior college branch. We
have suffered without Wentworth for the associate degree
students to add to our workforce.

TABLE B.7 VISIONING RESPONSES (CONTINUED)
•

•
•
•
•

Internet is a driving force of commerce and business in
the modern age. Our services around town are old and
unreliable, yet we pay just as much or more as people in
other areas with good connectivity and reliability.
Education and skills for employment (electricians, mechanical,
toolmakers, engineers, logistics, etc.).
More dining choices (sit-down, family style) restaurant vs. fast
food.
Safe city
Reduced speed limit between Main and South streets on
Spartan Drive.

DESIRES
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Outdoor pickle ball courts
Greater selection of sit down restaurants. Mexican and Oink
& Moo are the only two that I frequent.
More restaurants and retail for local shopping.
Biking and/or walking trails
Expansion of Hwy. 13 (north and south) and Hwy. 10 (east
and west) to bring more traffic through our town, causing a
business explosion along those routes.
Community volunteer programs to help with property
maintenance for disabled, elderly or other persons of need.
More entertainment and/or tourism activities - things to see/
do when visiting the City.
Free family programs hosted in the parks to build and
connect the community such as scavenger hunts, reading
the in the parks, water fights, informational programs geared
towards multiple ages, outdoor family game day, etc.
More streets with curbs, sidewalks, upgraded lighting, street
signs, and other aesthetically pleasing items.
Community center
Technical college focusing on auto and ag repair, training on
electrical, plumbing, construction trades, etc.
Splash pad
Sidewalk recovery, repair, and additions along busy roadways
and school routes.
Trails for walking and biking
Regional destination for economical overnight lodging and
dining, specifically 36 to 13, 10 to 13 and 13 to 70 travelers.
Current popular entertainment, live music, winery, brewery,
etc.
Large increase in population
Someone in town to become “super famous” so we can then
market us as their “hometown,” i.e. Hannibal and Mark Twain.
:-)
Downtown events, wine fests,
Guided Historical Tours.
A more modern Chamber of Commerce with fresh ideas.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Signage, billboard-like, at the entrances to Richmond that say
what we have. Then “arrows” of where to turn to get to them.
Parks, museum, etc.
Another hotel/motel
More tourism draws to our area that would facilitate more
hotels, restaurants, Air B&Bs and other revenue
sources for us.
A city park or playground in Ward II
More local owned businesses
I would like to have a Coal Mining Museum to reflect
the origin of Richmond. It would feature artifacts and
an interactive “mine” that can be walked or crawled into
physically and/or virtually.
Additional manufacturing, warehousing, and local suppliers.
A more professional recreation department and facilities
to keep members of our community participating in
Richmond and to draw more participation from surrounding
communities.
Sidewalks, curbs and underground utilities would be nice.
Parking around the Square.
A newspaper that’s respected and deserves respect.
An attractive social venue. A brewpub?

BARRIERS
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Highway access to interstates. Distance to major cities.
The bottom land between us and Kansas City keeps that
area from getting residential construction therefore it keeps
Richmond from becoming a suburb. It does allows us to a
retain a small town feel.
Poverty
Infrastructure expansion to allow for future annexation
Limited commercial development. Therefore not bringing
more job opportunities & families to grow our community.
Annexing
Geographic boundaries
Limits on taxes
Geographic boundaries and limited growth areas adjoining
current city limits
Limited development opportunity areas within city limits,
and close proximity rural areas adjoining city limits. Both
residential and commercial.
Current city limit footprint too small
unhealthy life styles
Lack of vision for community.. Status quo, even when
something is needed
Limited Housing with little movement of new ones being built
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TABLE B.7 VISIONING RESPONSES (CONTINUED)
•

•
•
•
•

It would appear there is not sufficient real estate available
to be developed. Therefore, a need to incentivize those who
control the real estate to develop it in ways that benefit the
long-term goals of the city.
Infrastructure limitations -- water, reliable internet
Spartan Drive and 10 Hwy are like “blinders” to seeing
Richmond.
State Funding
Infrastructure is what I see as the biggest barrier.

ANNOYANCES
•

•

OBSTACLES
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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There is no reason why we should not be courting major
industries to build their offices here. We have an abundance
of land that is lying dormant, producing nothing that is ripe
for major complexes to come here. Hence, jobs... Someone
has to change this culture of laziness. Why not be progressive
and let it start with us?
Lack of skilled and or higher educated workforce.
The abundance of HUD and low-income housing stifles
physical and financial growth in the community.
We need a plan for repurposing or tearing down a number of
vacant, dilapidated buildings.
Limited City budget - enough revenue to keep up with
normal operating budget and fund some capital items/
improvements, but without additional tax base, many needs/
wants are not able to be funded each year.
Political will of the community. Set in ways that don’t benefit
expansion. Need a growth mindset
Infrastructure
Tax base to support bond repayments so that large
infrastructure projects can be seen through while carrying on
the city’s going concern (normal budget) is weak.
Lack of employment opportunities, particularly for previously
unemployed.
Limited local investors
Workforce to aid both blue and white collar workers
Tax revenue is key to increasing funding to handle building
up the infrastructure of the city. Other than Hinkle, we do not
have a very strong business presence to draw people to live
here. It seems that a large number of people come here for
the cheap housing, but not to work. What incentives can we
offer to draw more employment generating positions to the
community?
Limited tax base for funding.
Skilled employees.
We must get the next generation involved in governance,
volunteerism.
Lack of enticements/amenities for newcomers or young
people.
Proximity to Kansas City.

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

So, we were taught our civic duty in school. Not
understanding the lack thereof in this community. It’s not that
hard to take care of where you live. Are we not teaching this
anymore?
Residents of our community (as well as others, I know) tend
to complain on social media about regulations, rules etc but
do not wish to step up and lend a hand to help solve their
complaints or concerns. Come to that business, or take to
our leadership and get educated on why things happen the
way they do. It would be helpful, if they were willing to listen.
Social media..... can be good or very bad.
Land for future growth with houses and industrial parks
drug and alcohol abuse
Stop government handouts that prevent a potential
employee from getting into the workforce. I know this entity
is needed but the salvation army attracts certain people to
the town. Add in all the HUD housing and we have a problem
other communities do not have to deal with to such a degree.
Unsafe traffic conditions at the intersection of Spartan Blvd
and South Street, East & West. There needs to be a police
presence to change the behavior!
HUD housing is sprinkled throughout the town preventing
the development or the rehab of area into a nice
neighborhood.
Many Richmond residents negative opinions and views of the
town without any solution or basis for their opinion. “Well,
that’s Richmond for you.” The lack of hope or pride in the
community and its people is annoying.
Negative publicity. Newspaper and posts. People want to
divide instead of unite
Volunteering
Poverty
I agree with several that have mentioned it on here. A general
lack of hometown pride is an annoyance. We fall into the,
“that’s Richmond for ya.” category too often.
Lack of commitment. Not enough volunteers.
Federal and state programs that incentivize people to stay
home and not work
Addiction/Abuse - drug & Alcohol
Physical abuse - both child and adult
Mental Abuse - both child and adult
Sexual Abuse - both child and adult
landowners, builders and shakers have a positive vision
Lack of an attitude of working together to achieve goals
Set in ways!
Citizen’s not taking a sense of pride in their home or property.
Cleaning up one’s properties must be encouraged and
possibly rewarded in a way that motivates those to action,
who are currently not motivated.

TABLE B.8 TOPIC STATION RESPONSES
LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT
Where is growth (generally speaking) appropriate?
•
Need more real neighborhoods of the same economic
level. Same values. Not everything mixed together.
•
Need to generate retail around the square
Following the legend, indicate on the map where new land
uses are appropriate.
•
RV/camper facility to give travelers and vacationers a
place to stop
•
Annex of land may be needed
•
More places to fish (public)
What areas should be focused on for redevelopment? For
infill? Use a red dot to show us where and a sticky note to
tell us why.
•
Infill low land
•
Camden Street revitalized as a thoroughfare into the
square
• Agree regarding Camden Street
•
Abandoned railroad property along S. Thornton
•
Need a water way from Royal to South Street
•
The square needs a major facelift and more shopping/
restaurants
What areas should be targeted for development (i.e. where
land has never been developed before)? Use a green dot to
show us where and a sticky note to tell us why.
•
Near school use for houses or duplex
•
Highway access. Free advertising.
•
Connecting road with industry on Walton Drive outer road
•
Access to 210
•
Access to Richmond area
•
Are there exiting land uses that are misplaced?
•
Ideal industries – redevelop
What kind of housing should be developed?
•
Duplex/townhomes/with garages that are non-income
based
•
Middle income single family housing
•
Multi-family non-income based
•
Single family
•
Single family owner-occupied ($100-250k) in nice
neighborhoods
•
Single family $100-200,000 affordable housing
•
NOT low-income or income-based, we are overflowing
with non-working, government-funded drug addicts
•
Duplex/townhomes with garages, non-income based
•
Multi-family non-income based

•
•

Single family/multi-family/non-income based
Patio houses so people can downsize and stay in
Richmond

Where is it important to preserve agricultural uses within
city limits?
•
Golf course

PARKS, RECREATION, AND NATURAL FEATURES
Should new parks or recreational amenities be developed
in the city? If so, where? Use a green dot to show us where
and your sticky note to tell us why.
•
Bike trails, bike-friendly roads
•
Community center
•
Rec complex- multiple ball fields in one spot
•
Walking trails and bike trails on old railway
•
Bike/walking trails in nature/scenic areas
•
Camping area (inside or outside city limits) for another set
of tourists to visit
•
If railway is made into a road could use for bike trail/small
park
•
Bike trail out to Ray County Lake
•
Development of lake – Southview park
•
Walking trails!
•
Splash park for kids
•
Teenage dances
•
Music opportunity
•
Stage
•
Teenage activities
•
Splash parks
•
Roller rink
•
Arcade
•
Sand volleyball
•
RV/campground facility
•
Splash park
•
Make lake fishable by bank and trail from ballfield behind
lumber store
•
Another ballpark for soccer and softball
•
Bike trails
•
Upgrade or make more baseball fields
•
Pool passes are far too expensive compared to other
small communities. Rethink lower prices- or make major
improvements to justify the price
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TABLE B.8 TOPIC STATION RESPONSES (CONTINUED)
What recreational and entertainment options are missing
and desired in Richmond?
•
Outdoor pickleball courts
•
Community center – gym, pool, basketball, event space
•
Bring back the amphitheater
•
Community center
•
Brewpub
•
Paths
•
Community center
•
Trails/paths
•
Brewpub/restaurants
•
Racquetball court at swim pool area instead of concert
area that is never used
•
Soccer fields
•
Brew pub
•
Food fests
What attractions, programs, and events would you like to
see in Richmond that don’t currently exist?
•
Baseball tournaments
•
Adult leagues – baseball/softball, volleyball, basketball
•
Guided tours of city – historical
•
Free family events to bring community together
•
Splash park at Maurice Roberts Park
•
Art classes
•
Wine or beer fest downtown
•
Organized summer activities (crafts, sports, etc.) for kids
•
Residents offering classes in arts, crafts, languages, wood
working, trades and hobbies, etc.
• Yes!
•
Rural quilt block tours
•
Historic home or garden tours
•
Healthy food establishments, i.e., salad bar
•
More activities around the square to bring community
together
• Yes!
Of the parks and recreation amenities that do exist, are
there any that are undersized or in need of upgrades?
•
Add heat to pool(s)
•
Put a sign up identifying where Hamann Park is
•
Maurice Roberts Park upgrade
•
Additional skate park
•
City Gym
•
Agreed
•
West Park improvements
•
Make current parks more aesthetically pleasing
(landscaping, picnic tables, trash cans, lighting, paint
buildings, pretty grass/trees, updated playground
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•
•

Indoor pool so it can be open more, not closed due to
weather
Shirkey Golf Club is open to public

Where should green/open space be preserved? Use a
green dot to show us where and a sticky note to tell us
why.
•
Along the old railway
•
Flood plains

TRANSPORTATION AND CONNECTIVITY
Where is it difficult to walk in Richmond? What are the
missing connections? Use yellow dots to show us where
the sidewalk network should be improved/filled in and
sticky notes to tell us why.
•
Sidewalks to connect parks
•
Scenic and/or shaded areas
•
Scenic walking paths away from the highway
•
Convert abandoned railroad path to Henrietta to
sidewalk, bike trail
•
Garner
•
Sidewalk on Thornton St from Harvest Hills to the square
or Hamann Park
•
Sidewalk on all of Thornton from B to Square
•
City streets, dangerous to walk because of speeders
•
Wilson Boulevard
•
Highway 13
•
Wollard Boulevard
•
Anywhere there are ditches on each side of road
•
In town at night, loose dogs, sketchy people
•
Additional sidewalks or repairs to existing ones
•
E. Lexington the sidewalks are missing or are in terrible
shape
Where would you like to ride your bike in Richmond?
What type of infrastructure would you like to have
available for biking (i.e. off-road trails, road shoulders,
painted bike lanes, etc.)? Use yellow dots to show us
where and sticky notes to tell us why.
•
Expanded highway bike space
•
Convert railroad path to Henrietta to a bike trial
•
Paved trails or well-maintained off-road trails – not on
road or highway
•
Bike trails should be for walkers also paved

TABLE B.8 TOPIC STATION RESPONSES (CONTINUED)
What would making walking or biking around the city
more enjoyable?
•
Shade/scenic
•
Nature views/neighborhood instead of highway/heavy
traffic areas
•
Well-maintained
•
Scenic areas
•
Beautification with identification of nature/trees etc.
•
Sidewalks! Add and improve
Are there missing thoroughfares or collectors (i.e. main,
higher capacity roadways) that should exist but don’t?
•
Focus on roads into town from 13 and 10 to make them
wide, curbed, and with sidewalks and underground
utilities
•
Wellington access
•
Service road to Walmart
•
Service road to Henrietta
•
Additional access to Walmart
•
South Street
•
South Thornton
•
Camden
•
For sure way better sidewalks on E. Lexington
What roads, if any, need upgraded to pavement?
•
Alley behind 911 wider for trucks, upgraded (remove old
poles)
•
Pave Garner outside city, north of town to Lake
•
Wellington St
•
Remove gravel
•
Increase drainage
•
N Thornton at 13 highway
•
Pave Garner to Ray County Lake
•
Wilson Boulevard
•
Need storm sewer drainage installed before any new
pavement is laid
Where do you notice transportation safety issues within
the city?
•
South Street (Camden to Wollard)
•
Camden curve needs improved
•
Lexington Street at Spartan Drive needs improved
•
Walmart access
•
Stop lights on square by Dear School were removed
•
Reduce speed at Harps
•
Reduce speed on N. Thornton from Crispin to 13
• Yes!
•
Speeding on S. Camden to T Highway

•
•
•
•

On the square, would be better one way and bigger
parking spots
On Business 10 coming into downtown going east,
blinking red lights stop lights not necessary
Corner of S. Thornton and South Street
Alleyway behind E. Lexington unsafe and needs a lot of
repair

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND VIBRANCY
What types of new businesses and services would you
like to attract to Richmond?
•
Retail
•
Industry
•
Retail – clothing, shoes, sport gear, western wear
•
Retail
•
Entertainment/things to do/see
•
Manufacturing
•
Karaoke
•
Comedy club
•
Entertainment
•
Chicken and Pickle
•
Axes
•
Industrial
•
Commercial
•
Home goods
•
Restaurants
•
Professional office space
•
Restaurants
•
Restaurants/night life
•
Entertainment
•
If you provide bike/walking trails- attract bike shops and
other activity-based businesses
•
Google fiber
•
Restaurants- outdoor seating
•
Food festivals
•
Retail shops
•
Antique shops
•
Festivals- music and arts
•
Center for artisan crafts learning: pottery, painting,
woodworking
• Yes!
• Recreation community center
•
More retail around the square
•
Jewelry store
•
Dry cleaners
•
Hotel (another)
•
BnBs and VRBOs
•
Event centers, meeting centers
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TABLE B.8 TOPIC STATION RESPONSES (CONTINUED)
What assets does the city currently have that could be
leveraged to bring in new businesses the community
desires?
•
Small town family feel but close to KC
•
Downtown shopping
•
Annex
•
Industrial park
•
Enthusiasm for Farris
•
Work ethic
•
Small town safety
•
13 highway corridor
•
210 access
•
Shirkey golf course
•
Too much HUD housing is keeping businesses and
homeowners away
•
Schools- connectivity or access to KC
•
Recreation
•
The Nest Egg
•
Close to KC but come home to a small town feel
•
We have the Hallmark experience right here, we just need
to get it together! We need more things in downtown to
attract people / businesses!
Where are the most desirable areas to bring in new office/
business/industrial uses? Use blue dots to show us where
and sticky notes to tell us why.
•
Location
•
Highway location
•
Intersection of Franklin and Camden
•
Recreation behind unused land at Smith apartments
•
Dining or bar at the old Dukes
•
Office space to be built at Dukes
•
Flat area near sewer plant
What part of Richmond do you consider to be “the heart”?
If you don’t think there is one, why?
•
Downtown square
•
Downtown square, Main Street
•
Highway 13
•
Spartan Drive corridor
•
Downtown square
•
Downtown
•
Downtown
•
Downtown
•
Downtown is the heart of this town
•
The Square – embrace it!
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What does the revitalization of downtown mean/look like
to you?
•
Office
•
Restaurants
•
Outdoor venue space
•
Loft apartments for young families
•
Entertainment/restaurants
•
Reasons to stay in town on the weekend
•
Activities that bring people in – farmers markets, etc., even
if it means temporarily closing portion of the square
•
Improving aesthetics
•
Aesthetically-pleasing
•
Very few or no vacant buildings
•
Things to do/see/shop (reason to go from place to place
for visitors)
•
Housing
•
Entertainment
•
Retail
•
Facades
•
Events that bring citizens to the square – food trucks, 4th
of July, BBQ competition
•
More parking
•
Retail
•
Loft apartments
•
Better parking for our clients
•
Growth
•
Opportunity
•
Entertainment
•
Parking around the square. If courthouse employees and
biz owners keep using all parking spots, CUSTOMERS ($)
can’t park and spend
•
Retail
•
Small shops
•
Restaurants
•
Code enforcement
•
Retail shops
•
Coffee shop
•
Coffee and bakery goods
•
Jam nights on the square where musicians and bands can
play for live entertainment
•
Small shops- retail, bakery, made in Richmond items,
restaurants
•
Small businesses, new businesses, new places to eat, new
things- its kinda boring right now and kind of dumpy
•
Square should have old feel pole lighting around

TABLE B.8 TOPIC STATION RESPONSES (CONTINUED)
What are ways that we could welcome more people to
Richmond (i.e., future residents and tourists)?
•
Highway 10 and 13 offramp with big rigs is an UGLY
entrance to town. UGLY.
• Yes!
•
More events
•
Community feeling
•
Middle income housing addition
•
Advertise and highlight tourist sites, entertainment,
community events. Make “outsiders” feel inclusion
•
Retail and events
•
Connectivity
•
Team welcome
•
Community events
•
Housing
•
Outlaw Days
•
4th of July
•
Cater to Mormans, take their money!!
•
Positive PR plan
•
Welcome package – who to call for needs, where to go for
needs and supplies
•
Utilize golf course and other recreational facilities for
tournaments
•
No public smoking!!
•
No smoking indoors
•
Interesting festivals – not just booths that sell cheap junk
•
Nice landscaping
•
Nothing mentioned regarding churches
•
Welcome wagon
•
More events / community gatherings
•
Fix up town- embrace old homes
•
With more retail shops (not just thrift or resale), advertise
the weekend/day getaway to Richmond (also restaurants,
not fast food)
•
Expand Saturday market- your local vendors are in
Liberty- they should be here selling your community
•
Summer movie nights on the big screen in a parking lot
•
Invite food trucks to movie nights and Saturday market
•
More events

How would you like to receive info about city news? Such
as: city projects, programs, events, etc.
•
Email
•
Text
•
Email
•
Business signage
•
Postage
•
Billboards on 210
•
Livestream council and community and planning meetings
•
Postal newsletter (snail mail)
•
Texts
•
Email
•
Email or text or city alerts
•
Text or email
•
Facebook live
•
YouTube of meeting
•
Post on city web page
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TABLE B.9 OPEN HOUSE RESPONSES
OVERVIEW POSTERS
Project Overview: “What topics are studied in a
comprehensive plan?”
•
Remove deteriorated homes, builder incentives
• Great suggestion! Makes the town more attractive
also!
• I second all this!
•
Grants for improving houses that are in disrepair or
people who want to update but can’t afford to (see City of
Olathe)
•
Capitalize on existing festivities etc., Christmas parade
here could be like a Hallmark movie! There is so much
potential that is wasted!
•
Vacant building downtown - encourage owners to lease
or short-term lease to increase small businesses
•
Get more businesses here
•
Parks with fences, let the kids run and parents feel more
at ease
•
Make more of the “water” in the area more accessible to
fishing - clean up existing places
Project Overview: “What is included in the Richmond
Comprehensive Plan?”
•
Update internet option- rural internet is no Bueno
•
This event is a great starting point. I believe future events
would be better if Q+A was as a group to allow better
understanding and community involvement
• Yes

POTENTIAL VISION STATEMENTS
Steering Committee members worked together to write
potential vision statements for the comprehensive
plan. What do you think? Which ones do you prefer? Is
something missing?
•
Value of life embraced
•
Our residents knowing and talking about how great our
town is!
Potential Vision Statement: “We aspire to be a growing
community with the small town values of freedom, family,
and friendliness. We achieve this by combining a low cost
of living with opportunities that allow all ages to enjoy a
more relaxed and healthy lifestyle.”
•
We need a breakfast style restaurant for our traveling
guests. Not fast food.
•
Yes!!
•
:)
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Potential Vision Statement: “A community that has a
positive attitude and takes pride in aspiring to provide
a top level education for our children, employment
opportunities, and a vision that will attract people of all
ages.”
•
Yes
•
Yes
Potential Vision Statement: “We aspire to be a starter
community to a retirement community, offering housing
and career opportunities as well as a positive quality and
enjoyment of life. Stay a day or a lifetime in Richmond!”
•
Yes

INITIAL IDEAS
Downtown
•
Many businesses around square have ample parking.
Could owners be encouraged to make it available to
courthouse and business employees?
•
Probably not
•
More parking created by angle parking instead of parallel
Potential Growth, Redevelopment, and Revitalization
Opportunities
•
Where are churches located? Some of our greatest assets!

Page Intentionally Blank
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C
C1

RELEVANT PLANS AND
STUDIES
Appendix C provides an overview of the reports that
Richmond already has in place. These reports have a
dedicated appendix to illustrate their importance in the
comprehensive planning process. Where applicable,
recommendations from these reports will be carried
forward.

SITE DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS 353 BLIGHT ANALYSIS
CITY-OWNED TRACT OF
DOWNTOWN RICHMOND,
GROUND (2017)
MO REDEVELOPMENT PLAN
OVERVIEW AND PURPOSE
(2015)
The City of Richmond was awarded a grant in 2017

through the Marshall Saline Development Corporation

OVERVIEW AND PURPOSE

to look at city-owned land and determine possible

The purpose of this analysis was to investigate and

development options. The study analyzed 70 acres of

determine whether blighting conditions exist in the

ground located on the south side of Richmond. The goal

general area of Richmond known as “downtown.”

was to allow the city to understand potential development

The analysis was created in order to determine if the

options along with the anticipated infrastructure cost for

subject redevelopment area is qualified as blighted for

the development to allow for future planning and growth.

consideration under Chapter 353 of the Revised Statutes

IMPORTANCE TO
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

of Missouri.

The study identified the property’s assets, future land use

IMPORTANCE TO
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

options, and a vision for development. The study discusses

The analysis provided a look at the state of downtown

infrastructure improvement costs, community connectivity,

in 2015. While progress has been made in areas, several

and development opportunity.

items within the analysis still hold merit. The analysis
examined both physical and social issues as defined in the
redevelopment area. Structure age, obsolescence, design,
deteriorating site improvements, crime, income, and
health were also studied. The analysis concluded that the
redevelopment area is indeed considered “blighted,” and
therefore permits the city to enact particular legislation to
assist in its revitalization.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ASSESSMENT (2014)
OVERVIEW AND PURPOSE
This assessment was created by Newmark Grubb

ACCESS RICHMOND
TRANSPORTATION MASTER
PLAN (2010)

Zimmer to provide Richmond with a guide to improve

OVERVIEW AND PURPOSE

its economic infrastructure. The plan created a dialogue

This plan addressed the operational needs and

and implementation plan for the city’s Economic

opportunities for the city’s transportation system, while

Development Department. The scope of the assessment

best serving the movement of people in and around the

examined: organizational structure; local property

community. The city street network represents a significant

owners/entrepreneurs; business retention and expansion;

investment of public resources that will continue to be

business attraction tools and incentives; marketing; and

vital for both the growth and stability of Richmond. The

communications.

purpose this plan was to develop a transportation master

IMPORTANCE TO
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
The assessment identified steps the city should take in

plan that will guide transportation decisions within the
city and provide prioritization of short- and long-term
transportation solutions in Richmond.

Strategic phases and milestones provided by the

IMPORTANCE TO
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

assessment permit a practical guide towards successful

To develop this plan, the operational conditions of the

implementation of the economic plan and its goals.

street network, community characteristics, and land

creating a successful Economic Development Department.

use were reviewed along with available technical data
to identify short-term and long-term transportation
improvements. This plan is used throughout this
Plan to guide transportation-related priorities and
recommendations.
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THE CITY OF RICHMOND,
MISSOURI COMPREHENSIVE
PLAN UPDATE (2000)
OVERVIEW AND PURPOSE
The primary purpose of the previous comprehensive plan
was to provide a widespread, long-term, and general
policy framework that directed the city’s growth. It
represented the vision of the future physical condition
of the community, its socioeconomic well-being, and
provided a foundation for land use and development
control regulations. The components of the plan analyzed
growth trends, examined existing conditions, provided
community vision and policies, guided future development,
and supplied an implementation plan.

IMPORTANCE TO
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
The previous comprehensive plan provided a foundation
for future development plans in the city. Reviewing
the previous plan allows for examination of what was
achieved, unsuccessful, unrealistic, and a basis for
community observations. The previous plan should be
viewed as an important tool for the city’s past, but should
not dictate its future.
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D
D1

ECONOMIC AND MARKET
ANALYSIS
Appendix D outlines market strategies and
opportunities for the future of Richmond. This appendix
provides an objective review of the market conditions
within the city and provides recommendations for
improvements and future uses. Please note that this
report does not represent the recommendations of the
Richmond Comprehensive Plan, but was used in the
formulations of the final Plan recommendations as it
provides objective, market-based information.
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